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Contemporary Dimension
  The Hijab has become the subject of a fi erce debate in India.

It all began last month when six teenagers at a government run college in Karnataka’s Udupi district began protesting off 
  After they were barred from classes for wearing head scarves.

Niqab : Veil for the face, 
eyes remain visible

Chador :
Fuel body clock

Al-Amira : Two piece 
headsoy

Hijab : Square scarf covers 
head and neck

Shayla : long scarf 
wrapped around the head

Hijab Controversy

Head coverings worn
by Muslim Women

Government 
Pre University 

college 
decides not to 
allow Hijab

To ban Hijab 
as part of a 

uniform dress 
code

Grounds 
were : unity, 
equality and 
public order

In the 
Meantime 

interim order 
of Karnataka 
court comes 

in

It prohibits
all students 

from wearing 
religious 
clothing.

But there 
was no Govt. 

Order/law 
behind it

Then on
5th Feb, 

2022 G.O. 
was passed

Ban
students to 
enter the 

university 
with Hijab

Timeline of the Controversy
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How are Free speech and religious freedom protected under the constitution

Restrictions on the exercise of the above rights:

Over the years, the supreme court has evolved practical test of sorts to determine what reli-
gious practices can be constitutionally protected and what can be ignored “essential religious 
practices” test.

Article 19
(1) (a) : It lays 
down that all 
citizens shall 

have the right to 
freedom of speech 

and expression

Article 19
(2) : State can impose reasonable restrictions 
on Art 19 rights in the interests of
• the sovereignty and integrity of India
• friendly relations with foreign states
• the security of the state
• public order, decency of court defamation 

or incitement to an off ence

First 
articulated 

in Sri Shirur 
Mutt case of 

1954

The
court held that

the term “religion” 
will cover all rituals 

and practices” integral 
to a religion 

Also in Shirur Mutt case, court look upon itself the responsibility of 
determining the essential and non-essential practices of a religion

Essential religious practices test

Article 25 :
This right is subject to public 

order morality and health. But it 
also permits the state to regulate 
economic fi nancial, political or 
other secular activity associated 

with religious institution

Article 26 :
Here right is also 
subject to public 
order, morality 

and health

Article 26:
It guarantees 

religious 
denominations, 

among other things, 
freedom to manage 

their religious 
aff airs

Article 28 :
Freedom for 

people to 
attend religious 

instructions

Article 25 :
It guarantees 
the right to 

profess practice 
and propagate 

religion

1. Which case described the “Hinduism” as a “way of life”?  - Satsangi case 1966
 (also yagnapurush das ji case)
2. Rev Stanislaus vs State of Madhya Pradesh case - Right to propagate religious
3. Which article prohibits religious instruction in state-run educational institutions - Article 28
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Working defi nition of religion given by Justice B.K. Mukherjee in Shirur Mutt Case:
  He rejected the defi nition of religion off ered by the US Supreme Court in Davis v Beason:

  The term religion has reference to one's views of his relation to his Creator and to the obligations they impose 
of reverence for His Being and character, and of obedience to his will. It is often confounded with the culture 
or form of worship of a particular sect, but is distinguishable from the latter."

  The Court pointed out the inadequacy of this defi nition in the Indian context by noting that there are major 
religions like Buddhism or Jainism 'which do not believe in God or in any Intelligent First Cause'.

Instead, Mukherjee drew on the Adelaide Company vs Commonwealth judgement in Australia, where the Court 
said the Constitution not only protected 'liberty of opinion' but also 'acts done in pursuance of religious belief 
as part of religion'.
Collapsing the belief-practice dichotomy, he observed:

  A religion undoubtedly has its basis in a system of beliefs or doctrines which are regarded by those who 
profess that religion as conducive to their spiritual well-being. But it would not be correct to say that religion 
is nothing else but a doctrine or belief.

  A religion may not only lay down a code of ethical rules for its followers to accept, it might prescribe rituals 
and observances, ceremonies and modes of worship which are regarded as integral parts of religion.

International/Ethical Perspective
The recent uproar on wearing the Hijab in Karnataka’s educational institutions has reignited the debate around 
gender equality and freedom of religion.
These are not just constitutionally guaranteed fundamental rights, but are also recognised human rights. Hence, 
the Hijab ban also needs to be seen from an International Human Rights Law (IHRL) perspective.

The essentiality test evolved in the Shirur Mutt case has been followed 
in a series of subsequent judgments by the to court.

In Bijoe Emmanuel Vs State of 
Kerala (1986) : Expelling children 

based on their “conscientiously 
held religious faith” violated the 

Constitution. Three children were 
expelled from the school for not 

singing the national anthem because 
it was against their religious faith in 

Jehovah’s Witnesses.

In M Ismail Faruqui Vs 
Union of India and Others, 
1995 : The apex court held 

that a mosque is not an 
essential part of the practice 
of the religion of Islam and 
Namaz by Muslims can be 

off ered anywhere, even in the 
open.

In the Tandava Dance case : 
The Calcutta high court found 

that the Tandava dance was 
an essential practice of the 

Ananda Margi faith, only to 
be overturned by the Supreme 

Court in 2004.

In its December 2015 
judgement on appointment of 

Archakas (priests) in Tamil 
Nadu Hindu temples : The 
Supreme Court asserted that 

“constitutional legitimacy must 
supersede all religious beliefs 

or practices”.

In 2016, the Supreme Court 
affi  rmed the discharge of 
a Muslim airman from the 

Indian Air Force for keeping 
a beard as it held that keeping 
a beard was not an essential 

part of Islamic practices. 
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Article 18 of the International Covenant on Civil and 
Political Rights (ICCPR) reads, “Everyone shall have 

the right to freedom of thought, conscience and religion. 
Way back in 1993, in its General Comment No. 22, the 
United Nations Human Rights Committee (UNHRC or 

Committee) interpreted the scope of this Article to include 
“the wearing of distinctive clothing or headcoverings”.

Based on these decisions and the 
general comment, it is fairly settled 

that wearing a Burqa or full face 
covering is protected as a right to 

religion under the IHRL.

On October 11, 2010, France passed 
a law, Act No. 2010-1192, which 
stipulated that “No one may, in a 
public space, wear any article of 

clothing intended to conceal the face”.

In 2018, UNHRC, in its two landmark 
decisions, Miriana Hebbadj v. France and 

Sonia Yaker v. France, decided that the French 
Burqa ban was indeed in violation of the right 

to freedom of religion (Article 18) and the 
right to equality (Article 26) of the ICCPR

Is wearing Hijab protected under the IHRL?

Criteria for serious criminal cases

  In the debate on the Hijab, one thing should always be borne in mind. It is not the Hijab but the banning of the 
Hijab that should be scrutinised on the threshold of constitutional law and human rights norms.

 The Hijab may well be a practice of gender discrimination but so is banning it. Coercively disrobing a woman is 
equally a negation of her agency as coercively veiling her. It is fi nally the women who have to decide. 

1. The term ‘Secular’ was added to the preamble by - the 42nd constitutional Amendment Act of 1976
2. By which act, the separate electorates for Muslims were introduced? - Indian Councils Act, 1909
3. In which case it was declared that secularism is the basic feature of the constitution - Bommai Case 

1994

Contemporary Perspective
  Assembly elections are being held in 5 states -Punjab, Uttar Pradesh, Uttarakhand, Goa and Manipur and their 

results will be declared on March 10.2022
And, as always, the knowledge of criminal fi nancial background of sitting and contesting candidates has started 
qualifying the political lingua franca of the voters.

Electoral Reform

Off ence
for which 
maximum 

punishment is of 5 
years of more.

If it is an 
electoral

off ence (for eg. 
IPC 171E or

bribery)

Off ences
that are assault, 
murder, kidnap, 

rape related

Crimes 
against 
women.

Off ences under 
prevention of 
corruption act

If an off ence is 
non-bailable

Off ence 
related to loss 
to exchequer
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Uttar Pradesh Assembly Election, 2017

Committees 
of Election 
Reforms

Constitutional/Political Perspective
 The need for electoral reforms was increasingly felt towards the late 1960s in India.

It was during this time that regional parties and rule by coalition of parties began to emerge in the states

 And this carnival of democracy as always, have brought forth the process of electoral reforms a political outcaste,  
at the fore.

140 (35%) MLAs 
with criminal Cases

313 (79%) 
crorepati MLAs

Rs. 5.85 crore 
average assets 

of MLAs

106 (27%) MLAs 
with serious 

criminal cases

% of MLAs with criminal cases % of MLAs with serious criminal cases

100%

90%

80%

70%

60%

50%

40%

30%

205

10%

0%

100% 100%

Independent Nirbal Indian
Shoshit
Hamara
Aam Dal

Suheldev
Bhartiya
Samaj
Party

Apna Dal
(Soneylal)

SP BJPB SP INC

PartyW ise Percentage of MLAs with Criminal Cases

V.K. 
Krishna Iyer 
Committee 

(1994)

Tarkunde 
Committee 

(1974)

Joint 
Parliamentary 

committee headed 
by Shri Jagannath 

Rao (1971)

Dinesh Goswami 
Committee 

(1990)

Indrajit Gupta 
Committee 

(1998)
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  And this above emergence of alternative party governments in the state witnessed
  The accentuation of some of the negative traits & distortions in the political system as follows:

Money power Misuse of Government 
Machinery

Casteism

Non-serious independent 
candidate

Lack of Moral values in Politics

Muscle Power

Communalism

Criminalisation of Politics and 
Politicization of Criminals

Issues in Electoral Politics in India

Lowering of voting 
age: 61st AA: age for 
voting 18 (from 21)

Ceiling on election 
expenditure : Rs 70 

lakh - 95 lakh for L.S 
and Rs 28 Lakh - 48 
Lakh for Assembly 

constituencies.

Restriction on exit 
polls : result of 

these polls could be 
broadcast only after the 
fi nd phase of election 

is over

Postal ballot : can be 
used by service voters; 
special voters; wives 
of service and special 

voters; voters subjected 
to preventive detention; 
voters on election duty 

and notifi ed voters.

Declaration 
of criminal 

antecedents, assets 
etc the candidates 

is required

Electronic voting 
machines (EVMs) 1st 
introduced in 1982 in 

Kerala (50 booths)

Restriction on 
contesting from more 
than 2 constituencies : 
Amendment in 1996 to 
RPA1951 (sec. 33(7) 

introduced)

Increase in number 
of proposers 

and the security 
deposit

Electoral Reforms undertaken
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  The election commission is not concerned with the elections to Panchayats and municipalities in the state for this 
constitution provides for a separate state Election commission.

  The fi rst General Elections of India started on 25th October 1951 and continued till 21st February, 1952.

Art. 324 
provides for 

ECI

Multi-
member body 

consisting 
of 3ECs: 

(1CEC+2EC)

Appointment 
of CEC & 

other EC (2) 
by president

Superintendence,
direct and control 

elections to 
parliament, state 

legislatures, offi  ce 
of president and 

vice-president (art. 
324)

Election 
commission of 

India (ECI)

Historical Dimension

Voter turnout was 45.7%

1st ECI was Sukumar Sen

About 1874 candidates and 53 
parties contested (489 seats)

INC won 364 seats; CPI was 2nd with 
16 seats; SOC was 3rd with 12 seats

Out of total population of 36 crore, 
about 17.32 crore were eligible to vote.

Electoral Bonds
An electoral bond is like a promissory note that can be bought by any Indian citizen or company incorporated in India 
from select branches of State Bank of India. The citizen or corporate can then donate the same to any eligible political 
party of his/her choice. The bonds are similar to bank notes that are payable to the bearer on demand and are free of 
interest. An individual or party will be allowed to purchase these bonds digitally or through cheque.
When was electoral bond introduced?
The electoral bonds were introduced with the Finance Bill (2017). 
How to use electoral bonds?
The bonds will be issued in multiples of Rs 1,000, Rs 10,000, Rs 100,000 and Rs 1 crore (the range of a bond is between 
Rs 1,000 to Rs 1 crore). These will be available at some branches of SBI. A donor with a KYC-compliant account can 
purchase the bonds and can then donate them to the party or individual of their choice. Now, the receiver can encash 
the bonds through the party's verifi ed account. 
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1. The electoral bond will be valid only for - Fifteen days form the date of the isoue
2. The Narendra Modi-led NDA government notifi ed the Electoral Bond Scheme on - January 2, 2018
3. On 16 October 1989, the voting age was changed from 21 to - 18
4. In case of a diff erence of opinion amongst the Chief Election Commissioner and/or two other election
 commissioners, the matter is decided by the Commission - By a majority
5. The task of delimiting constituencies is generally performed by the Delimitation Commission consisting of 

- Five serving or retired judges of the Supreme Court and the Chief Election Commissioner who is its 
ex-offi  cio member

Donations through Electoral 
Bonds will only be credited in 

the party bank.

The Purchase will be possible 
only through a limited number 

of notifi ed banks

Individuals, groups, NGOs, 
etc. donates without disclosing 

their details.

Ensures Accountability

In a situation where the 
contribution received 

through electoral bonds are 
not reported.

Unauthorized Donations

It could become a convenient 
channel for businesses to 

round-trip their cash parked in 
tax havens to political parties

Leading to Crony-Capitalism

The change infringes the 
citizen’s ‘Right to Know’ 

and makes the political class 
even more unaccountable.

Hindering Right to Know

Discouraging Cash Maintains Anonymity

Benefi ts of Electoral Bonds

Challenges for Electoral Bonds
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Russia-Ukraine Conflict
After much speculations, Russia started military action on Ukrain on 24 February, 2022. Subsequently, the Russian 
defence forces attacked Ukraine from the north, east, and south and made rapid advances. They have now surrounded the 
capital Kyiv, and its fall appears imminent. In response, Europe and countries like US, Britain etc. have so for imposed 
many types of sanctions while china is seen in Russia's court. As far as India is concerned it has adopted the stand of 
non-alignment as usual. However, those have not deterred the tempo of Russian military operations on the ground.

 2nd largest (Area-wise) country in Europe (1st is 
Russia)

 Ukraine declared its independence from USSR in 
- 1991

 In  east and north east: bordered by Russia
 Also share border with - Belarus, Poland, Slovakia, 
Hungary, Romania, Moldova, Russia

 Coastline along - Sea of Azov and Black Sea 
Currency - Hryvnia

About Ukraine (Capital-Kyiv)

What are Russia's demands?
To stop the war, the Russian leader wants Ukraine to 
recognise Crimea as part of Russia and to recognise the 
independence of the separatist - regions such as Luhansk 
and Donetsk Except this Russia demands that Ukraine 
changes its constitution to guarantee it will not join NATO 
and the EU.

Due to its aforementioned turbulent history, the story of 
contemporary Ukraine is largely the story of its attempts 
to defi ne a new future for itself in Europe and Russia's 
attempts to obstruct this new direction

Origins of the current conflict
Origin lies in Russia's long standing 

aspiration:
• to control it's periphery and

• to hold Ukraine light to Russia economically 
and politically.

Ukraine had signed a very unfavorable 
gas deal with Russia in 2008

Which committed it to being the largest buyer 
of Russian gas.

In August 2013, EU and Ukrain signed on 
a deal

Russia highly condemned this deal

After the Russian protest Ukraine 
cancelled this deal

After this incident a great rebellion broke 
our against the Ukrainian government

The then president Viktor Yanukovych 
suspended

In 2014 Russia invaded Crimea
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The North Atlantic Treaty Organization
Formed in 1949 with the signing of the Washington Treaty, NATO is a security alliance of 30 countries from 
North America and Europe. NATO’s fundamental goal is to safeguard the Allies’ freedom and security by 
political and military means. The latest NATO member is North Macedonia who joined NATO in 2020.

Basic Principle of 
NATO : Collective 

Defence

It 
remains a 

unique and enduring 
principle that binds 

its members together, 
committing them to protect 

each other and setting 
a spirit of solidarity 

within the 
Alliance. The 

principle of
collective defence
is at the very heart

of NATO's
founding

treaty.

The Russian grand strategy has many

drivers, one of which is geography. 

The European Plain has been an inviting territory for 

invaders throughout history, due to its uninterrupted 

geography. 

This is the driving force behind Russia's aggressive 

policies in Ukraine.

The Eurasian Steppe:

The Eurasian Steppe, especially the western tip, is 

signifi cant in Russia's geopolitical calculus. 

In the east, it extends to Manchuria and Mongolia, 

and in the west, it skirts the Black Sea and extends 

to the Pannonian Plains (called the Great Hungarian 

Plain), what is modern-day Hungary and Croatia.

Why is Ukraine so important for Russia? 
(Geographical Perspective)
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Historically, the Eurasian Steppe provided 
aggressive groups in Mongolia with enormous 
strategic depth. 

Being unreachable, even by the sea, it formed an 
insurmountable barrier for superpowers. 

Between the ninth and the 12th century, the region 
around the Black Sea and the Caspian Sea was of 
mortal importance to the Russian people. 

The Kievan Rus suff ered from repeated Mongol 
attacks from the south, leading the Russian people 
to eventually move to Moscow in search of security. 

This explains Russia's attachment to Kiev and 
the importance of the region between Kiev and 
Moscow.

In the context of present crisis, it would be in order to 
get acquainted with the annexation of Crimea region of 
Ukraine by Russia in 2014. 

The Donbass Region (in South-East Ukraine) is an 
important Coal mining area sine late 19th century, when 
it became a heavily industrialised territory 

Ukraine's path 1938-2015

WWII
1939
Molotov-Ribbentrop 
pact between 
Germany and Russia

1941
Germany 
invades Soviet 
Union

1943-44
Soviet army 
retakes 
Ukraine

1965
Arrests and 
show-trials 
of Ukrainian 
'sixtiers' 
(anti-Stalin 
intellectuals)

1986
Chernobyl 
nuclear 
disaster

1991
Ukraine declares 
independence. 
Kravchuk elected 
president

1993
Hyperinfl ation

2004
Orange 
Revolution 
protests 
force re-run 
of rigged 
elections

Feb 2014
Maidan 
Revolution 
ousts 
President 
Yanukovych. 
Russia invades 
Crimea.

Apr 2014
Pro-Russian 
rebels occupy 
Donbas 
region of 
Ukraine

1996
The hryvnia 
replaces 
the coupon 
as national 
currency

The rest of the country is dominated by 
agriculture.

The confl ict to date has cost Ukraine more 
than $10 billion, caused 14,000 deaths, 
and left Donbas the most landmined area 
in Europe.

It is a low intensity, protracted confl ict 
which Russia can escalate any moment.

5.

6.

7.

This is true, at least economically: The 
coalfi eld, which extends across the east to 
Russian territory, is the fourth-largest in 
Europe, with extractable reserves estimated 
at over 10 billion tons.

About 10 percent of the population lives 
here - but they produce 20 percent of gross 
domestic product and about a quarter of 
Ukraine's export volume. 

2.

4.

Donbass Region
Donbas is the heart of Ukraine1.

The region around the city of Donetsk makes 
up only 5 percent of Ukraine's territory. 

3.

WHAT WAS THE WARSAW PACT? 
 It is a collective defence treaty.
 Established by the Soviet Union and seven other Soviet 

satellite states in Central and Eastern Europe:  Albania, 
Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, East Germany, Hungary, 
Poland and Romania.

 Formally known as the Treaty of Friendship, Co-operation 
and Mutual Assistance.

 The Warsaw Pact was created on 14 May 1955.
 The Warsaw Pact embodied what was referred to as the 

Eastern Bloc, while NATO and its member countries 
represented the Western Bloc.

 NATO and the Warsaw Pact were ideologically opposed.
 NATO was representing the capitalist group while 

WARSAW pact was with communist lobby
 The Warsaw Pact was declared at an end on 25 February 

1991.

As the fi rst major inter-state confl ict of the 21st century, 
Russia-Ukraine hostilities offer important lessons for 
India’s national security management related to hybrid 
warfare, technology sanctions, and alliances.

What are the Minsk agreements?
Minsk I

Ukraine and the Russia-backed separatists agreed 
on a 12-point ceasefi re deal in September 2014.

Its provisions included prisoner exchanges, 
deliveries of humanitarian aid and the withdrawal 
of heavy weapons. However, the agreement 
quickly broke down, with violations by both sides.

Minsk II
Representatives of Russia, Ukraine, the 
Organisation for Security and Cooperation in 
Europe (OSCE) and the leaders of separatist-held 
regions Donetsk and Luhansk signed a 13-point 

agreement in February 2015.

Is there any organisation like NATO against this ? Yes, 
the Warsaw pact was created in reaction to the integration 
of west Germany into NATO in 1955
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The Ukraine confl ict has only coalesced the recent trends seen in the tech and national security domain. At this point, it is 
unclear how the hostilities will eventuate, but its impact in shaping the contours of major power relations will be signifi cant. 
The implications of the ensuing fractious and polarised global order will be felt for years to come, particularly in the domain 
of national security policy.

Security alliances
Finally, the Ukraine confl ict 
underscores the importance 
of ‘self-help.’ Despite 
repeated US declarations 
of support to Ukraine’s 
‘sovereignty and territorial 
integrity,’ the stark reality 
is that today Ukraine has 
been left to fend off for 
i tself.  Therefore, New 
Delhi will have to chart out 
sooner or later a path based 
on self-reliance to protect 
and advance its security 

interests.

Tech sanctions 
a n d  e c o n o m i c 

coercion
Learning from its experience 
and Ukraine confl ict, India 
needs to consider the role 
of tech sanctions and their 
impact on tech supply chains 
in determining the course 
of its security policy and 

deterring its adversaries.

Lessons for India

Hybrid warfare
The Ukraine conflict has 
panned out on not-so-
unfamiliar fronts of cyber 
and disinformation. It points 
to how future battles will 
unfold across the continuum 
of land, air, sea, cyber, 
and information. Cyber 
warfare and disinformation 
campaigns played a crucial 
role in preparing the ground 
for Russian conventional 

military operations.

‘Operation Ganga’ 
‘Operation Ganga’ is the initiative launched by the government of India to bring 

back Indians stranded in Ukraine.

 Under this, India has already successfully brought back more than a 1,000 of its 

nationals from the country.

 It has also set up 24×7 control centres to assist in the evacuation of Indians through 

the border crossing points with Hungary, Poland, Romania and Slovak Republic. 

A Twitter handle, ‘OpGanga Helpline’, has also been dedicated to the mission, 

where all information regarding evacuation process and advisories of embassies 

are shared to keep everyone up-to-date.
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Corruption Perception Index - 2021

Bottom Performers:

South Sudan

Syria & Somalia

Venezuela

Afghanistan, Yemen & North Korea

The menace of corruption is pervasive in India, from petty bribes demanded by the policemen to multi-
crore scams at the highest political level like 2G scam. It is not only limited to government authorities 
but can be seen within the private sector as well, for instance, the Satyam scandal. In the Corruption 
perception index of 2020 India stands at 86th place out of 176 countries. Recently, the Corruption Perception 
Index (CPI) 2021 was released by Transparency International, placed 85 positions among 180 countries.

 Released on : January, 2022

  Released by : Transparency International

About the Conference

Key highlights of the Report

Top Performance:

Denmark, Finland & New Zealand

Norway, Singapore, Sweden

Switzerland

Netherlands

The current wave of 
authoritarianism is not driven by 

coups and violence. 

Rights and checks and balances are 
being undermined with systematic 

corruption 

The global covid-19 pandemic has 
also been used in many countries as 
an excuse to curtail basic freedoms 

Fall of democracy due to 
repression of opposition supporter 

in many country like Belarus. 

Many high scoring countries with 
relatively clean public sector continue to 

enable transnational corruption

India ranked 
85 among 

180 countries

Earlier 86 in 
2020, & 80 in 

2019

This year 
India’s score 

is 40

India's Performance

user
Highlight
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Ramanuja was an advocate of social equality among all sections of people centuries ago, and encouraged temples 
to open their doors to everyone irrespective of caste or position in society at a time when people of many castes 
were forbidden from entering them. He liberated millions from social, cultural, gender, educational, and economic 
discrimination.

 Statue dedicated to : Ramanujacharya
  Inaugurated on : February 05, 2022
  Inaugurated by : Prime Minister Narendra Modi
  Inaugurated at : Outskirts of Hyderabad, Telangana

  Occasion : 1,000th birth anniversary as the ‘Festival 
of Equality’, upholding the view that the world is one 
family, ‘Vasudhaiva Kutumbakam’

Statue of Equality

Statue of Equality

About the Statue

Born in 1017 in Sriperumbudur 
in Tamil Nadu

Advocated equality and social 
justice.

Revered as a Vedic philosopher 
and social reformer. 

Written nine scriptures known 
as the “Navaratnas”.

Revived the Bhakti movement 
Also wrote commentary on 
the Vedanta Sutras - The Sri 
Bhasya, or "True Commentary"

Famous as the chief proponent of 
Vishishtadvaita subschool of Vedanta.

Considered to be the inspiration for poets 
like Annamacharya, Bhakta Ramdas, 
Thyagaraja, Kabir, and Meerabai.

Among one of the tallest metallic statues 
in sitting position in the world

Mounted on a 54-feet high base building 
named 'Bhadra Vedi'. 

A vedic digital library and research 
center, ancient Indian texts, a theater, an 
educational gallery is devoted. 

Made of 'panchaloha' a combination of 
five metals:

 Gold, Silver, Copper, Brass, and Zync. 

216-feet tall statue.

About 
Ramanujacharya
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The National Education Policy (NEP) 2020 envisages 

a new and forward-looking vision for India’s higher 

education system. The NEP 2020 envisages the formulation 

of expected learning outcomes for all higher education 

programmes. In this regard, recently, UGC drafted “A 

National Higher Education Qualifi cations Framework 

(NHEQF)” and “it is in sync with the National 

Skills Qualifications Framework (NSQF) to ease 

the integration of vocational education into higher 

education.” 

A National Higher Education Qualifi cations Framework (NHEQF)

 Released On : On 31 January, 2022

 Released by : The University Grants Commission 
(UGC)

 Aim : To assess students at diff erent levels at part 
of National Education Policy - 2020

About the Draft

The Coastal Vulnerability Index (CVI) is one of the most 

commonly used and simple methods to assess coastal 

vulnerability to sea level rise, in particular due to erosion 

and/or inundation. On February 02, 2022, the government 

in Lok Sabha stated that more than one-third of India's 

coast is eroding at varying rate according to a study of 

satellite data over 28 years.

 Prepared by : Indian National Centre for Ocean 

Information Services (INCOIS)

 Focus Area : Coastal vulnerability assessment for 

entire Indian coast at state level

 ATLAS scale : 1:100000 scale

 Terrain Analyzed : Sea level rise, coastal slope, 

shoreline change rate, coastal elevation, coastal 

geomorphology, tidal range, and signifi cant wave 

height, etc. 

About Coastal Vulnerability Index 
(CVI)

Coastal Vulnerability Index (CVI)
Key Findings 

Tamil Nadu, 65 
km of coastline 
(6.38 per cent of 
the total coastline 

of the state) 

West Bengal 
(49 km,

 2.56 per cent), 

Karnataka & Goa 
(48 km, 9.54 

per cent), 

Odisha
 (37 km, 7.51 

per cent), 

According to the studies conducted, as many as 124 km 
of coastal stretch of Gujarat recorded under very high 
coastal vulnerability which was 5.36 per cent of the total 
coastline of the state. Some of the other key fi ndings are – 

About 
INCOIS

An autonomous organization 
under the Ministry of Earth 

Sciences (MoES)

It is a unit of the Earth System
 

Sc ience  O
rgan i sa t ion 

(ESSO
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ew
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 Hydera
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On 31st of January 2022, the Hoysala Temples of 
Belur, Halebid and Somnathapura in Karnataka 
have been fi nalised as India’s nomination for World 
Heritage List for the year 2022-2023.
Tentative list

 The ‘Sacred Ensembles of the Hoysala’ are on 
UNESCO’s Tentative list since April 15, 2014, and 
stand testimony to the rich historical and cultural 
heritage of this country.
Inventory
The fi rst step a country must take is to make an 
‘inventory' of its important natural and cultural 
heritage sites located within its boundaries. This 
‘inventory' is known as the Tentative List,
The Criteria for Selection
To be included on the World Heritage List, sites must 
be of outstanding universal value and meet at least 
one out of ten selection criteria.

Hoysala Temples in Karnataka

Final Decision
Once a site has been nominated and evaluated, it is up 
to the intergovernmental World Heritage Committee 
to make the fi nal decision on its inscription.

Journalism is considered the fourth pillar of democracy. 
But Reporters Without Borders had said that India 
ranked 142 out of 180 countries when it comes to press 
freedom. It had added that the nation was classifi ed as 
“bad” for journalism. It had said that India was among 
the fi ve most dangerous nations in terms of journalists 
killed across the world this year.
   Recently, the India Press Freedom Report, 2021 was  
released by the New Delhi based Rights and Risks Analysis 
Group.

India Press Freedom Report, 2021

  Released on  - 02 February, 2022

  The report titled - India Press Freedom Index-2021

 Released by - Rights and Risks Analysis Group

About the Report

● J&K recorded the maximum attacks by State actors, 
Tripura had the most cases of attacks by non-State 
actors.

● The eight female journalists faced arrest, summon and 
registration of First Information Reports (FIRs).

● In 2021, at least 24 journalists were allegedly physically 
attacked, threatened, harassed and obstructed from 
doing their professional works by public offi  cials 
including police across the country.

 ■ Physical attacks on journalists by police were 
mainly reported from Jammu and Kashmir.

● In 2021, out of the 121 journalists/media houses, at least 
34 journalists/media houses faced attacks from the non-
state actors, mainly political party activists, mafi as and 
online trolls.

State
Jammu and Kashmir (25)

Uttar Pradesh (23)
Madhya Pradesh (16)

Rank
1
2
3

● 13 media houses and newspapers were targeted in the 
country, 108 journalists were attacked, and 6 journalists 
were killed.

Key Highlight of Report

● Top three States and Union Territories where 
journalists and media houses were targeted in 
2021 
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To curb menace of plastic pollution, recently, the Ministry of Environment, Forest, and Climate Change announced 
the Plastic Waste Management (Amendment) Rules, 2022, which notifi ed the instructions on Extended Producer 
Responsibility (EPR) for plastic packaging.

 Issued dates : 16 February, 2022

 Issued by : The Ministry of Environment Forest 
and Climate Change

 Amended : Plastic Waste Management Rules-2016, 
as amended 2021

About

Plastic Waste Management Rule, 2022

Classifi cation of Plastics

Category 1 : Rigid plastic 
packaging will be included

Category 2 : Includes fl exible plastic 
packaging of single or multiple layer

Category 3 : Multiple 
layered plastic

Category 4 : Plastic sheet 
full under this category

Although, the government has notified Plastic Waste 
Management Amendment Rules, 2021, prohibiting identifi ed 
single-use plastic items by 2022, a blanket ban will not stop 
manufacturers from producing single-use plastic products. 
Finding substitutes for use-and-throw plastic and ensuring 
alternative livelihoods for producers, waste pickers and 
other groups involved in the business will go a long way in 
solving the problem.

Provisions Under New Rules

The guidelines allows for sale and purchase of 
surplus extended producer's responsibility 
certifi cates

Environmental compensation based on polluter 
pays principle wrt non fulfi llment of EPR targets.

A committee by CPCB for recommend measures to 
environment ministry for eff ective implementation 
of EPR

Annual report on EPR portal

Centralised Online Portal 

Reuse of rigid plastic packaging 
has been mandated

The media accreditation refers to the process of anointing 
a set of Journalists as one who will be granted access 
to government offi  ces and events by Press Information 
Bureau (PIB).

Central Media Accreditation Guidelines, 2022

 When : 7 February, 2022
 By Whom : PIB under Ministry of Information and 
Broadcasting 

 For What : For regulation of accreditation to 
Journalists

 Under : Article 19 (2) of the Constitution

Central Media Accreditation Guidelines, 2022

Important Provisions
The accreditation is liable to be suspended/

canceled if a Journalist acts in a manner prejudicial 
to the country’s

These provisions are drawn from 
Article 19 (2) of the Constitution 

• Security
• Sovereignty and Integrity

• Friendly relations with Foreign States
• Public Order

• Charged with serious cognizable off ence
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Recently, Economist Intelligence Unit has released the 

Democracy Index, 2021 that provides a snapshot of the 

state of world democracy for 165 independent states and 

two territories.

National Bank for Agriculture and Rural Development (NABARD) has launched the ‘JIVA programme’.

JIVA is a culmination of several projects under the 

watershed programme  and will be implemented on our 

existing completed (or near completed) watersheds and 

wadis in 11 states covering fi ve agroecological zones, 

which are in ecologically fragile and rain-fed areas.

EIU : Democracy Index 2021

JIVA Programme

 Released on : February 10, 2022

 Released by : Economist Intelligence Unit

 Provides : The state of democracy worldwide in 
165 independent states & two territories

Democracy Index, 2021

 Launched by: National Bank for Agriculture and 
Rural Development (NABARD)

  Launched on: February 09, 2022
  Coverage: In 11 states

  Objective: To promote natural farming under its 
existing watershed and wadi programmes

JIVA Programme

The Economist Intelligence Unit’s Index of democracy, 
on a 0 to 10 scale, is based on the ratings for 60 
indicators, grouped into fi ve categories:

2021 Rankings

Top 5 Countries:                                                                               

Countries                         Scores

Norway 9.75

New Zealand    9.37

Finland               9.27

Sweden             9.26

Iceland               9.18

Bottom 5 Countries                                                              

Countries Scores

162-Central African Republic 1.43

   164-Dem.Rep.of Congo                               1.40

          165-North Korea                                   1.08

166-Myanmar                  1.02

167- Afghanistan   0.32

About 
India

India ranked 
46th place in 

the Democracy 
Index 2021

The overall 
score of India 

was 6.91

India was 
ranked 53rd 
position in 
Democracy 
Index 2020
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The Union Government is signifi cantly strengthening the drone industry by liberalising the Drone Rules in 2021 and 
announcing Drone Shakti in the Budget 2022-23. On February 9, 2022, Union government has imposed ban on the 
import of drones other than for security, research and defence purposes. Recently, on February 18, 2022 government 
fl agged off  100 Kisan drones in diff erent cities and towns across the nation to spray pesticides in farms.

Drone Shakti Scheme 

So, basically the initiative aims to promote Made in India Drones.

What is a drone?

Drone Categories in India

Start-ups will 
be promoted for 
Drone Shakti 

There will be a 
new integrated 

offi  ce in Ministry 
of Civil Aviation

A drone is an Unmanned 
Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) or 
unmanned aircraft systems. 

Nano: Less than or equal to 250 
grams (.55 pounds)

Micro: From 250 grams (.55 
pounds) to 2kg (4.4 pounds)

Small: From 2kg (4.4 pounds) to 
25kg (55 pounds)

Medium: From 25kg (55 pounds) 
to 150kg (330 pounds)

Large: Greater 
than 150kg (33 pounds)

A fl ying robot that can be remotely 
controlled or fly autonomously 
using software-controlled flight 
plans that work in conjunction 
with onboard sensors and a Global 
Positioning System (GPS).

To facilitate faster growth, coordination 
and approvals for drones

In selected ITIs in all states, the required 
courses for skilling will be started about the 

“Drone Shakti” program

  Proposed in : Union Budget 2022-23
  Proposed by : Union Finance Minister Nirmala Sitharaman 
  Objective : An initiative to promote and facilitate drones as a service through startups
  Aim : To promote ‘Drone As A Service’ (DAAS)

 Drone Shakti Mission : Aims to make India a drone hub by 2030

About Drone Shakti Scheme 

Key 
Highlights
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Recently, the Union Government has approved a new 

scheme “New India Literacy Programme" for the fi scal 

year 2022-2027 to cover all the aspects of adult education 

and also to align with National Education Policy (NEP) 

2020. The scheme is also in line with the announcements 

made in Budget 2021-22. The term “Education For All” 

will be used in place of “Adult Education” by the Ministry 

in view of the fact that the terminology “Adult Education” 

is not incorporating appropriately all non-literates of 15 

years and above age group.

New India Literacy Programme

 Approved in : February, 2022

 Approved by : Ministry of Education

 Duration of NILP : 2022-2027

 Scheme for : Adult Education

 Total  Outlay : Rs.1037.90 crore (Central share of 

Rs.700 crore and State's share of Rs.337.90 crore)

New India Literacy Programme (NILP)

As per Census 2011, the absolute number of non-literates 
of the country in 15 years and above age group is 25.76 
crore (Male 9.08 crore, Female 16.68 crore).

Objective of NILP

To impart not 

only foundational 

literacy and 

numeracy but also 

other components 

which are necessary 

for a citizen of 21st 

century

Vocational skills development 
(with a view towards obtaining local employment) 

Basic 

education and 

continuing 

education (including 

engaging holistic
 

adult education 

courses in arts, 

sciences, technology, 

culture, sports) e
tc.

Components such as critical life skills (including fi nancial literacy, digital literacy, commercial skills)

SMILE Scheme 
SMILE Scheme 
 In February 2022, Ministry for Social Justice & 

Empowerment launched the Central Sector Scheme 

“SMILE: Support for Marginalised Individuals 

for Livelihood and Enterprise”. The scheme was 

formulated by the ministry earlier in July 2021 

especially for beggars.

Aim
 The objective of the scheme is to provide 

comprehensive welfare and rehabilitation measures to 

the Trans-gender community and the people engaged 

in the act of begging.

Type
 This is a central sector scheme, structured and being 

implemented by the Ministry of Social Justice and 

Empowerment.

Funding
 The Ministry has allocated Rs. 365 Crore for the 

scheme from 2021-22 to 2025-26.

Under Sakshar Bharat Programme (implemented during 

2009-10 to 2017-18), 7.64 crores were certified as 

literates, but around 18.12 crores adults  are still not 

literate.
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Coverage of the Scheme

 Scheme 

will cover 

non-

literates 

of the 

age of 15 

years and 

above in 

all States/

UTs in the 

country.

The 

target for 

Foundational 

Literacy and 

Numeracy 

for FYs 

2022-27 is 5 

(fi ve) crore 

learners 

1.00 crore 
per year 
by using 
“Online 

Teaching, 
Learning and 
Assessment 

System 
(OTLAS)” 

in 
collaboration 

with 
National 

Informatics 
Centre, 

NCERT and 
NIOS.

All
 materials and 

resources shall be 
provided in digital 

modes, viz, TV, radio, 
cell phone-based free/

open-source Apps/
portals, etc. 

Scheme 
will be 

implemented 
through 

volunteerism 
through online 

mode

 Training, 
orientation, 

workshops of 
volunteers, may 

be organized 
through face-to-

face mode. 

Mode of 
Implementation

Salient 
Features of 

the 
SchemeSchool will 

be unit for 
implementation 
of the scheme.

Schools 
to be used for 

conducting 
survey of 

benefi ciaries 
and Voluntary 

Teachers (VTs)

Foundational 
Literacy and 

Numeracy will be 
imparted through 

Critical Life Skills 
to all non-literates of 
the age group of 15 

years and above

Use of 
Technologies 

to impart Adult 
Education for 

wider coverage 
of the scheme.

Performance 
Grading Index 
(PGI) for State/
UTs and district 

level

Priority and 
Saturation in 

Literacy- The age 
cohort of 15-35 
will be saturated 

fi rst followed 
by ages 35 and 

above.

Diff erent strategies 
are to be adopted for 
diff erent age cohorts. 
Flexibility for States/
UTs will be provided 

to undertake 
innovative activities.

As per Census 2011, the absolute number of non-literates of the country in 15 years and above age group is 25.76 

crore (Male 9.08 crore, Female 16.68 crore). This New India Literacy Programme  will not only provide education 

but also job skill that helps in reducing unemployment and illiteracy rate.
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Evidence shows that unvaccinated and partially vaccinated children are most susceptible to childhood diseases 
and disability, and run a three to six times higher risk of death as compared with fully immunized children.  India’s 
immunization programme, launched in 1985, is one of the largest health programmes of its kind in the world. The 
programme provides vaccination against eight life‐threatening diseases (Diphtheria, Whooping cough, Haemophilus 
Infl uenzae type B (Hib) causing Pneumonia and Meningitis, Tetanus, Polio, Tuberculosis, Measles and Hepatitis 
B) in the entire country. The MoHFW, GoI, launched Mission Indradhanush in December 2014 as a special drive to 
vaccinate all unvaccinated and partially vaccinated children under Universal Immunization Programme (UIP).

 Launched on - February 7, 2022, 
 Launched by - Ministry  of Health and Family 
Welfare 

 Program Launched  - Intensified Mission 
Indradhanush (IMI) 4.0.

Intensifi ed Mission Indradhanush 
(IMI) 4.0

Intensified Mission Indradhanush (IMI) 4.0

About Mission Indradhanush 

Current Status of Mission Indradhanush

Objectives

K
ey

 H
ig

hl
ig

ht
s

Mission Indradhanush was launched by 
Prime Minister in December 2014.

Aims to cover the partially and unvaccinated 
pregnant women and children in pockets of 
low immunization coverage, high-risk and 

hard-to-reach areas 

Protect children and women from 
vaccine preventable diseases.

It will ensure that Routine Immunisation (RI) services 
reach the unvaccinated and partially vaccinated children 
and pregnant women. Vaccines are one of the most eff ective, 
aff ordable and safe methods to protect infants, children and 
pregnant women from diseases and mortality. Only with the 
collective and collaborative eff orts of the Centre, the States 
and benefi ciaries shall be able to achieve the target of full 
immunisation coverage in the country.
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India’s Universal Im
m

unisation 

Program
m

e (UIP) provides 

free vaccines against 12 life 

threatening diseases. 

UIP  provides life-saving vaccines to all children to protect them against Tuberculosis, Diphtheria, Pertussis, Tetanus, Polio, Hepatitis B, Pneumonia and Meningitis

Intensifi ed Mission Indradhanush 4.0 
will have three rounds.

These three rounds will be conducted 
in 416 districts (including 75 districts 
identifi ed for Azadi ka Amrit Mahotsav) 
across 33 States/UTs in the country.

In the fi rst round (Feb-April 2022), 11 
states will conduct IMI 4.0. 

These are Assam, Uttarakhand, Gujarat, Jammu 
& Kashmir, Meghalaya, Mizoram, Nagaland, 
Rajasthan, Sikkim, Tripura and Chhattisgarh.

The others (22 states) will conduct the 
rounds from April to May 2022. 

Till date, ten phases of Mission 
Indradhanush have been completed 

covering 701 districts across the country.

As of April 2021, a total of 3.86 crores 
children and 96.8 lakh pregnant women 

have been vaccinated. 

The fi rst two phases of Mission 
Indradhanush resulted in 6.7% increase in 

full immunization coverage in a year. 

The Full Immunization Coverage among 
children aged 12-23 months of age has increased 

from 62% (NFHS-4) to 76.4% (NFHS-5).
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The Punjab and Haryana High Court on February 3, 2022 stayed ‘The Haryana State Employment of Local Candidates 
Bill, 2020’ that reserves 75 per cent of jobs for Haryanvis in private establishments across the state.

 Passed by Haryana Assembly in : November 2020

 Governor’s Assent on : March 2, 2021

 Law came into eff ect from :  January 15, 2022.

 Objective : To reserve 75% of new jobs; for local candidates in various companies, societies, trusts, and limited 

liability partnership fi rms situated in the state of Haryana.

The Haryana State Employment of Local Candidates Bill, 2020

However, in recent years, some other states have also taken measures to provide for reservation for local candidates 
in the private sector.  

Sources: Various state laws and regulations; PRS.

Haryana Private Sector Quota Law

State Year Reservation Sector
Haryana 2020 75% reservation for locals in private industry In private sector
Andhra Pradesh 2019 75% reservation for locals in industry/factories (including PPP mode) In private sector
Karnataka 2016 100% reservation for locals in blue-collar jobs (draft) In private sector
Rajasthan 2019 5% reservation to certain communities In public employment
Maharashtra 2018 13% reservation to certain communities In public employment
Telangana 2017 Reservation for backward classes, SC and ST increased to 62% In public employment

Measures taken by states for providing reservation in employment (last fi ve years)

While the objective of the Act is to secure employment opportunities for local youth in the private sector within the 
State, it is being perceived as a restrictive law by various sections of media and employers.

Why was the 
bill being 
opposed?

Due to Violation of – 
Article 14

Law is against the basic 
principle of meritocracy.

 Article 16 
(2)

Article 19 
(1)(g)
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Inter-operable Criminal Justice System (ICJS) is a 

common platform for information exchange and 

analystics for all the pillars of Criminal Justice System. 

The main objective of the ICJS is to reduce the errors 

and time taken in the sharing of necessary information.

Inter-operable Criminal Justice System Project 
(Phase IInd)

 When : 18 February, 2022

  By Whom : Ministry of Home Aff airs

 For : Eff ective and Modern Policing

  Period : Between 2022-23 and 2025-26

Inter-operable Criminal Justice 
System Project (PhaseIInd)

About NCRB

Will be available 
by secure 

cloud-based 
infrastructure

It will cost ` 
3375 crores

Will be 
implemented as 
central sector 

scheme

National Crime 
Record Bureau 
(NCRB) will be 
implementing 

body

Period will 
be 2022-23 to 

2025-26

Based on
‘one data-one 

entry’ principle

About the 
Project

Police (CCTNS)

e-Prison for Prisons

e-Forensic for Forensic Labs

e-Courts for Courts

e-Prosecution for Public Prosecutors

Five Pillars of ICJS

Project will be implemented in collaboration with States 
and UTs and NCRB (National Crime Record Bureau) will 
be responsible for implementation with NIC (National 
Informatics Centre).

The project is an important steps towards reform in Criminal 
Justice System and e-Governance.

Established in 1986

On the recommendation

Tandon Committee

National Police Commission (1977-1981)

MHA's Task Force 1985

Work as repository of Information for 
crime and criminal

Compiles and publishes National 
crime statistics

Tasked with operation of CCTNS in 2009
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In February, 2022 the Government of India, the State 
Governments of Karnataka and Odisha and the World 
Bank have signed a Rejuvenating Watersheds for 
Agricultural Resilience through Innovative Development 
Programme that will help national and state institutions 
adopt improved watershed management practices to help 
increase farmers’ resilience to climate change, promote 
higher productivity and better incomes.

Reward Project

 Signed date : 18 February, 2022

 Signed by : The World Bank, The Government of 
India, the State of Karnataka and Odisha.

 Sign loan agreement of : 115 Trillion dollars

 Reward Project stand for : Rejuvenating 
watersheds for Agricultural Resilience through 
Innovative Development

About the Policy

To
improve

capacities
of state

and central 
institutions 

for watershed 
management

To improve water and 
land conservation

Doubling farmers 
income by 2030

Preventing
soil run off , 
harvesting rain 
water, regenerating 
natural vegetation

Objectives of the Project

The tourism sector contributes around 9% per cent to GDP and also creates direct and sustainable employment. So 
to promote,recently Federation of Associations in Indian Tourism & Hospitality (FAITH) has released the FAITH 
2035 vision document.

Vision-2035

Key Targets of the Policy

 Released Month : In February, 2022
 Released By : Federation of Associations in Indian 
Tourism & Hospitality (FAITH)

 Aim : For creating Sustainable and Inclusive 
Tourism.

About Targeting $ 225 billion economic 
revenue from domestic tourism 

Vision 2035 document lays down action 
goals in multiples of 75 indicators to 
75th year of independence

Goals targeting 75 million inbound 
tourists aiming $ 150 billion of foreign 
exchange earnings

The document contains goals and 
execution path for making Indian tourism 
loved by world by the year 2035

Project like Reward will advance the science-based, 
data-driven approaches by developing and applying 
comprehensive spatial data and technologies, decision 
support tools, and knowledge exchanges.

4 
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Shared National tourism approach

Value accretive regulations 

Investment Drives

Market Excellence
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As per latest data of ‘National Leprosy Eradication Programme (NLEP)’  India still accounts for over half (almost 60 
per cent) of the world's new leprosy patients despite being declared "leprosy-free" in 2005.

 Launched in : 1954- 55

 Launched by : Government of India

 Vision : Leprosy-free India

 Mission : To provide quality leprosy services free of cost 

 Funding : Centrally sponsored under National Health Mission and supported by World Bank

National Leprosy Eradication Programme (NLEP)

India’s elimination strategy is to achieve WHO’s goal of ‘Zero Leprosy by 2030’. However, the long term objective 
of NLEP is to eliminate leprosy.

New Leprosy Cases during 2020-21 in India

Despite India being declared "leprosy-free" in 2005, the country still accounts for over 
half (almost 60 per cent) of the world's new leprosy patients.

Bihar, Uttar Pradesh, Maharashtra, Chhattisgarh, Odisha, West Bengal, Madhya 
Pradesh, and Jharkhand contributed around 76 per cent of new leprosy.

A total of 65,147 new leprosy cases were detected during the year 2020-21 in India.

It took annual new case detection to 4.56 per 100,000 population, as opposed to 114451 
cases in 2019-20.

 Key 
Findings 

of the 
Report

India is likely to have 330 million 5G subscribers by 

2026 and the monthly data consumption per smart-phone 

is expected to grow over 3-fold to 40 gigabyte per smart-

phone. India’s ambitions of becoming a $5 trillion-dollar 

digital economy depends on its ability to harness the value 

of data. Considering this, Government of India brought 

‘India data Accessibility and Use policy (Draft) 2022.

India Data Accessibility And Use Policy 2022

 Draft Published in : February 2022 
 Published by : Ministry of Electronics and 
Information Technology 
Published : Draft on ‘Indian Data Accessibility and 
Use Policy 2022

About India Data Accessibility and 
Use Policy (Draft) 2022

India Data Offi  ce 
(IDO) shall be 

set up by MeitY.

All data portals / dash 
boards maintained 
by line ministries / 

departments should be 
integrated through APIs 

An indicative Framework for 
identifying High-Value Data 
sets (HVDs) will be notifi ed 

by India Data Council.

Every Ministry/Department shall 
have Data Management Units 
headed by Chief Data Offi  cers.

Key 
Proposals
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Quick Bits

MSME Technology
Centre at Sindhudurg

 Recent
 Union Minister for Micro, Small & Medium 

Enterprises (MSME), Narayan Rane has 

announced the establishment of MSME-

Technology Centre in February 2022, with 

an outlay of Rs. 200 Crore, in Sindhudurg, 

Maharashtra
 MSME-Technology Centre

 The MSME-Technology Centre will provide 

the best of technology, incubation as well as 

advisory support to the industry, especially 

MSMEs, to enhance their competitiveness and 

provide skilling services for the employed and 

unemployed youth of the area to enhance their 

employability.

Bhasha Certifi cate Selfi e 
campaign

 Recent
 Recently, in February 2022, the Ministry of 

Education has launched a campaign titled 

‘Bhasha Certifi cate Selfi e’.

 Objective
 The aim of this campaign is to promote the 

Bhasha Sangam mobile app, launched by the 

Ministry under the aegis of Ek Bharat Shreshtha 

Bharat to encourage cultural diversity and 

promote multilingualism.

 Bhasha Sangam App
 Bhasha Sangam mobile app was launched on 

October 31, 2021, by Minister of Education and 

Skill Development Shri Dharmendra Pradhan, 

to lay emphasis on the promotion of Indian 

languages.

 Operation AAHT
 Operation

 Indian Railway Protection Force in February, 

2022 launched a nationwide ‘Operation AAHT’ 

to curb human traffi  cking.

 Mechanism
 Under Operation AAHT, the infrastructure 

and intelligence network of the force could be 

utilised to collect, collate and analyse clues 

on victims, source, route, destination, popular 

trains used by suspects, the identity of carriers/

agents, kingpins etc and shared with other law-

enforcing agencies.

‘Kisan Drone Yatra’ 
 Recent

 Prime Minister Narendra Modi has inaugurated 

the ‘Kisan Drone Yatra’, an initiative by Garuda 

Aerospace Pvt Ltd and fl agged off  100 ‘Kisan 

Drones’ in various cities and towns across India 

to spray pesticides in farms across the states of 

India.
 Coverage

 The 100 Kisan Drones were set off  in 100 villages 

in 16 states across India which includes Uttar 

Pradesh, Punjab and Goa.

 Key Points
 The farmers can use the high capacity KISAN 

drones to transport their produce such as fruits, 

vegetables and fl owers to markets in a minimal 

time and boost their income.

 The Kisan Drone Yatra was fl agged off  from the 

Manesar in Gurgaon, Haryana.
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On 6th of February, 2022 Argentina joined the China's 
Belt and Road Initiative (BRI) on the 50th anniversary 
of China-Argentina diplomatic ties. But often than not, 
BRI has been in the eyes of controversies and confl icts 
over its objectives. This further strengthens the bilateral 
relationship of the two countries.

What was the original Silk Road?

 MoU date : 6th of February, 2022
 Between : Chinese President Xi Jinping and 
Argentine President Alberto Fernandez

 Place : Beijing, China
 Special occasion : 50th year of diplomatic relation 

between China and Argentina

Argentina Collaboration with China

The original Silk Road
arose during the westward expansion 
of China's Han Dynasty (206 BCE–

220 CE), which forged trade networks 
throughout what are today the 

Central Asian countries-Afghanistan, 
Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan, 

Turkmenistan, and Uzbekistan, 
as well as modern-day India and 

Pakistan to the south. 

Valuable Chinese silk, 
spices, jade, and other 

goods moved west while 
China received gold 

precious metals, ivory, 
and glass products.

Those routes 
extended more 

than four 
thousand miles to 

Europe.

IS BRI a new phenomena? No, China's BRI project is 
although a new strategic road map but we can see it's 
glimpses in the post also as a silk road.

Belt and Road
Initiative (BRI) Also

referred as New Silk Road
Launched in : 2013

Launched By : President Xi Jinping (China)

Would stretch from : East Asia to Europe

Two pronged : (a) The overland Silk road Economic 
Belt and (b) the Maritime Silk Road.

Cooperation between China and Argentina for BRI

user
Highlight
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An interim or Early Harvest Trade Agreement is used to 

liberalise the tariff s on the trade of certain goods between 

two countries or trading blocks. It is a precursor to a 

comprehensive FTA (Free Trade Agreement).

India - Australia Early Trade Harvest Agreement

 When : 10th February, 2022

 Between : India and Australia

     India - Commerce and Industry Minister 
Piyush Goel

   Australia - Trade Minister Dam Teham

 Likely to Finalise : Within 30 days

 Also Signed : India - Australia Tourism MoU

 By :

India-Australia Early Trade 
Harvest Agreement

Cover-
age of the  

Agreement
Services

Custom 
Procedures

Rules of 
Origin

Goods
Sanitary

and to Phyto 
sanitary 

measures 

Benefi ts of the Deal

Opportunities across 
sectors including

Likely to seek 
Easier Visa Access 

to students and 
Professionals

Mutual recognition 
of Educational 
Qualifi cations

Will deepen co-
operation in critical 
minerals and Rare 

Earth elements

These are critical 
for future industries 

including Renewable 
Energy and Electric 

Vehicles

Mining

Pharmaceuticals

Health

Education

Renewables

Railways

Gems and Jewelleries

Tourism

Defence

Textiles

India - Australia 
Trade Relation

Bilateral Trade Stood about 
$ 12.5 billion in FY21

Key Exports

Key Imports

• Diesel
• Petrol

• Coal
• Gold

• Gems
• Jewelleries 

• LNG

Merchandise Export 5.6 billion in fi rst 
10 months of current fi scal year

Merchandise Import $ 12.1 billion in 
fi rst 10 months of current fi scal yearOther FTA Negotiations of India

FTA 
negotiation 

with UAE, UK 
Canada, EU 
and Israel 

Early Trade 
Harvest 

Agreement with 
UAE and UK
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Blue Economy is defi ned as "sustainable development of ocean resources for economic growth, improved livelihood 

and jobs-while preserving the health of the ocean ecosystem. India and France are maritime nations with large potential 

role of the Blue Economy in their respective economic development.

India-France Road map on Blue Economy

 When : 20 February, 2021

 Where : Paris (France)

India-France Roadmap on 
Blue Economy

 By whom : 

India  External Aff airs 
Minister - S. Jaishankar

France  Foreign Minister 
Jean-Yves Le Drain

 For what : Mapping Blue Economy driver of growth

Key Points

Making Blue Economy a priority

Plan for annual bilateral dialogue Blue 
Economy and ocean governance

NITI Aayog and Ambassador for maritime 
co-ordinating organization

Facilitate contacts between economic actors, cross 
investment and visa issuance

Also co-operation under “EU-India Strategic 
Partnership : A Road map to 2025”

• Institutional
• Economic

• Infrastructure
• Science Academic

Follow-up co-operation on four pillars

Blue Economy of India

Coast line of 7.5 thousand km

9 Coastal States with 1382 islands

Over 4 million fi sher folk and 
coastal communities

Exclusive Economic Zones of 
2 million square kilometer

Over 200 minor & intermediate ports 
and 13 major ports

Importance of Blue Economy

Ministry of Earth 
Science Draft 

Economy Policy in 
line with vision of 

New India by 2030

Could be next 
multiplier of GDP

can catalyze the 
vision of 10 trillion 
economy by 2030

India and France are maritime nations with dynamic 

maritime economy sectors. Processing vast exclusive 

Economic zones their fate is closely linked to the sea and 

ocean. The Road map is a signifi cant step for co-operation 

in this regard.
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UAE’s Corporate Tax
Recent

On 31st of January, 2022 UAE (United Arab Emirates) 

announced that it will introduce a federal corporate 

tax regime for the fi rst time in the UAE. A federal 

corporate tax law is expected to be issued soon along 

with executive regulations (CT Law).

Expected Date

 It is expected that the corporate tax will come into 

eff ect on or after 1 June 2023 and will apply to profi ts 

generated during fi nancial years starting on or after 

1 June 2023.

Authority
The UAE Federal Tax Authority will be responsible 

for administering, collecting, and enforcing corporate 

tax in line with rules and regulations.

Every innovation that improves lives, advances 
society, and drives our economy starts with an idea. 
Strong intellectual property rights—including patents, 
trademarks, and copyrights—protect and incentivize 
those ideas. Recently U.S. Chamber of Commerce has 
released the International Intellectual Property Index, 
2022.

US Chamber of Commerce’s International IP Index, 2022

Top 5 Countries:

Country
2022 IP Index 

Score
2022 IP Index 

Ranking
France 92.10% 5
Sweden 92.14% 4

Germany 92.46% 3
UK 94.14% 2
US 95.48% 1

Bottom 5 Countries:

Country
2022 IP Index 

Score
2022 IP Index 

Ranking
Venezuela 14.10% 55

Algeria 26.36% 54
Pakistan 27.43% 53
Kuwait 27.92% 52

Indonesia 30.42% 51

 Published on : February 23, 2022
 Published by : United States Chamber of 
Commerce 

 Published : 10th edition of ‘International Intellectual 
Property Index, 2022

 The Index covers 55 economies, with Ghana and 
Honduras added as two new economies in the tenth 
edition. 

 Together, these 55 economies contributing over 90% 
of global GDP

International IP Index, 2022

India has improved its overall IP score from 
38.4 per cent to 38.6 per cent

Status of India

India ranked 43 out of 55 countries on the 
International IP Index, 2022.

Out of the 53 economies 45 economies saw a net 
improvement in their scores. 

There is still significant room to improve the 
framework for innovation and creativity in global 
markets.

United Arab Emirates (UAE), Nigeria, and Peru had 
the largest improvements 

The global average remains less than 60%, 

Key Highlights

user
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CEPA is a kind of free trade pact which covers 
negotiation on the trade in services and investment, 

and other areas of economic partnership. It may even 

consider negotiation on areas such as trade facilitation 

and customs cooperation, competition, and Intellectual 

Property Rights. Partnership agreements or cooperation 

agreements are more comprehensive than Free Trade 

Agreements. Recently, India signed CEPA with UAE. 

India and UAE sign CEPA

 Agreement Signed on : February 18, 2022
 Signed Between : India and UAE

 India signed CEPAs with other countries : South 
Korea and Japan.

India - UAE CEPA

Key Points of CEPA between India and UAE

India UAE Trade Relations

Other Trade Agreements

It is expected that this Comprehensive Economic 
Partnership Agreement (CEPA) will set to benefi t almost 
90 per cent of trade - both exports and imports - between 
the two countries. 

CEPA will lead to an increase in bilateral trade from the current $60 billion to $100 billion in the next fi ve years.

Other than CEPA, there are other diff erent types of Trade agreements – 

India has 
given duty 

concessions 
on gold 
exported 
from the 

UAE

Indian 
exporters 

will attract 
zero per 

cent duty on 
jewellery.

Sectors, such as gems 
and jewellery, leather, 

plastic products, 
agriculture products, 

medical devices, 
pharmaceutical 
products, and 

automobiles will benefi t 
from the agreement. 

But some 
products have 
been kept on 
the exclusion 
list for both 
countries. 

In some 
cases, duty on 
products will 

be reduced in a 
phased manner 
as the domestic 

industry 
needed time.

UAE is currently India’s 
third-largest trading partner 

Second-largest export 
destination, after the US.

India's Exports to the UAE
Petroleum products, precious metals, stones, gems 

and jewellery, minerals etc.

I. Free Trade Agreement (FTA)
It is an agreement in which two or more countries agree to provide preferential trade terms, tariff  concession etc. 
to the partner country.
II. Preferential Trade Agreement (PTA)
In this type of agreement, two or more partners give preferential right of entry to certain products. This is done by 
reducing duties on an agreed number of tariff  lines.

India's major Imports 
Petroleum and petroleum products, precious metals, 

stones, gems and jewellery, minerals etc

UAE is the eighth-
largest investor in India
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The Central Asian region is considered to be the part 
of India’s “extended neighborhood.” Due to increasing 
presence of China, India formulated its Connect Central 
Asia Policy in 2012 which is a broad-based approach 
including political, security, economic, and cultural 
connections. Recently, the Prime Minister of India hosted 
the fi rst India-Central Asia Summit in virtual format.

The consolidation and convergence of India-Central Asia 
relations are distinctly perceptible. The fact that the fi ve 
Central Asian leaders were originally invited as chief 
guests for India’s Republic Day ceremony refl ects the 
growing engagements. Other Initiatives to strengthen the 
relation between India and Central Asian nations.

India-Central Asia Summit

  Summit Organised on : January 27, 2022
  Summit Attended by : Republic of Kazakhstan, 
Kyrgyz Republic, Republic of Tajikistan, 
Turkmenistan and Republic of Uzbekistan.

 Summit Marks :  30th anniversary of establishment 
of diplomatic relations between India and Central 
Asian countries.

India-Central Asia Summit

Leaders agreed to 
institutionalise the 

Summit mechanism 
by deciding to hold it 

every 2 years.

Showcasing of 
Buddhist exhibitions 

in Central Asian 
countries

An India-Central 
Asia Secretariat in 

New Delhi would be 
set up to support the 

new mechanism

Joint Working 
Groups at senior 
offi  cial level on 

Afghanistan and use 
of Chabahar Port

Round-Table 
on Energy and 
Connectivity

Joint
counter-terrorism

exercises

They agreed on 
regular meetings of 
Foreign Ministers, 
Trade Ministers, 
Culture Ministers 

and Secretaries of the 
Security Council

Outcome
of the

Summit

India-Central Asia
Dialogue 

The summit is a massive stride for India’s diplomacy. 
Since the region is a critical linchpin to India’s security 
policy, the summit will have a waterfall impact to facilitate 
India’s multifaceted approach towards the region.

Focus: Dialogue focuses on a number of issues 
including ways to improve connectivity and 

stabilise war-ravaged Afghanistan.

About: Ministerial-
level dialogue between 
India and the Central 

Asian countries 

Members: Kazakhstan, 
Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan, 

Turkmenistan and 
Uzbekistan.

Common to SCO: 
All the countries 

participating in the 
dialogue, except for 

Turkmenistan, are also 
members of the SCO.

Other fact: All 
fi ve nations became 
independent states 

after the collapse of the 
USSR in 1991, post-

Cold war
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Quick Bits

One Ocean Summit
 Recent

 On 11th of February 2022, the Prime Minister 

of India addressed the high-level segment of the 

One Ocean Summit.

 Organised
 Notably, the summit was organised by France 

in Brest, France in cooperation with the United 

Nations and the World Bank.

 Objective
 The goal of the One Ocean Summit is to raise the 

collective level of ambition of the international 

community on marine issues.

Nord Stream 2
 About Pipeline

  The Nord Stream 2 is a 1,200-km pipeline that 

extends, through the Baltic Sea, from Ust-Luga 

in Russia to Greifswald in Germany.
 Present Status

 The Nord Stream 1 pipeline has already been 

completed, and along with the Nord Stream 2, 

Germany will be supplied with 110 billion cubic 

meters of gas a year.
 The decision to build the Nord Stream 2 was 

taken up by Gazprom, the Russian energy major, 

and fi ve other fi rms in Europe.
 Value of the Project

 The Nord Stream 2 is valued at around USD 11 

billion.
 The Nord Stream 2 pipeline will run parallelly 

with the Nord Stream 1.
 The pipeline is nearly 98 percent constructed 

and runs through European Union countries 

Germany and Denmark.

Global Entrepreneurship 
Monitor (GEM) 2021/2022 
Report

 Recent
 On February 10, 2022, the 23rd annual 

Global Entrepreneurship Monitor 2021/2022 
report, unveiled at the Dubai Expo, measures 
entrepreneurial activity across 47 high, medium 
and low-income economies.

 About GEM
 Global Entrepreneurship Monitor (GEM) is a 

consortium of national country teams, primarily 
associated with top academic institutions, 
that carries out survey-based research on 
entrepreneurship around the world.

 About India
 India has topped amongst low-income economies 

(according to GDP per capita) on different 
Entrepreneurial Framework Conditions such 
as Entrepreneurial Finance, Ease of Access to 

Finance, Government Policy etc.

Israel’s C-Dome Defence System
Report

 Recent
 Recently in February, a new naval air defence 

system named ‘C-Dome’ has been successfully 
tested by Israel. This missile system will be used 
on the Sa’ar 6-class corvettes of the Israel Navy.

 Overview
 The C-Dome is a naval variant of the Iron Dome 

of Israel.
 The Iron Dome is a missile system of Israel that 

is used to destroy and intercept missiles and 
rockets of short-range from the Gaza Strip.

 About the C-Dome missile system
 This new missile system of Israel has been 

developed with the objective of countering any 
attacks on the maritime security of the country. 
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In February 2022, Small Industries Development Bank 
of India (SIDBI) launched a new programme named 
waste to wealth creation.

 Launched in : February 2022

 Launched By : SIDBI

 Launched in : West Bengal

 Aim : Empowerment of Women

About

Waste to Wealth Creation Programme 

Financial stability is the one of the fi rst steps towards women empowerment. To boost it, government has made following eff orts.

Under programme, SIDBI will extend 
benefi ts to 50 women in directly 

generating revenues

Under programme, women will make 
ornaments and showpieces from fi sh

This is a part of mission 
Swavalamban of SIDBI

Under programme, livelihood 
employment will be generated

Under programme training for replicating 
and disseminating the knowledge will be 

provided to women

Objectives of the Programme

To cater next-generation digital manufacturing and 
mitigate immediate disabilities of local industries, Union 
Minister of Electronics & Information Technology, 
Communications & Railways and Minister of State for 
Electronics & Information Technology and Skill Development 
and Entrepreneurship released “National Strategy on 
Additive Manufacturing” on 24th February 2022.

National Strategy for Additive Manufacturing Policy

 Unveiled date : 24th February, 2022

  Unveiled by : The Ministry of Electronics and IT 
(MeitY)

Aim : Technological Transformation

About the Policy

Key Highlights of Policy
To increase India’s share in global additive 

manufacturing to 5% in next 3 years.

To Train at least 1 lakh 
skilled workers

Add US $ 1 billion to GDP through 
manufacturing of additive by 2025.

To develop 500 new products.
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Emergency Credit Line Guarantee Scheme (ECLGS) was launched by Government of India as a special scheme in 
view of COVID- 19 crisis in the year 2020. The scheme provides 100% guarantee coverage to Banks and NBFCs 
to enable to extend emergency credit facilities to business enterprises/ MSMEs in view of COVID-19 to meet their 
additional  term loan/ additional working capital requirements. Recently ,the Union Finance Minister, while tabling 
the Union Budget 2022-23, announced the extension of ECLGS up to March 2023.

 Launched in : May, 2020
 Launched by : Ministry of Finance

 Let Extension : On February 1, 2022, up to March 
2023

Emergency Credit Guarantee Scheme

Keeping the economic impact of pandemic in mind, 
Government has expanded the deadline of this scheme 
up to March 2023.

MSMEs : Emergency Credit Line Guarantee Scheme

Key Highlights

Other Proposals Relating to the 
MSME Sector

Significance

Guarantee 
cover will be 
expanded by 

` 50,000 
crore

Total 
cover will now 

be ` 5 Lakh 
crore

Interlinking 
Udyam, 

E-Shram, 
NCS, ASEEM 

Portals

Extending 
ECLGS 

with 
focus on 

Hospitality 
& Related 
Enterprises

Revamping 
CGTMSE 

with 
additional 
credit of 2 
lakh crore

Rolling out 
of RAMP 

Programme 
: Raising & 
Accelerating 

MSME 
Performance with 

outlay of 6000 
crore over 5 years

Additional amount 
is being earmarked 

exclusively for 
the hospitality and 
related enterprises

Provided 
much-needed 

additional credit 
to more than 130 

Lakh MSMEs

Helped mitigate 
the adverse 

impact of the 
COVID-19

The proposal has been made considering the aspect that 
the hospitality and related services, especially those by 
micro and small enterprises, are yet to regain their pre-
pandemic level of business. It will help in boosting the 
business and job opportunities.
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Distributed Renewable Energy provides an opportunity 
to not only meet India's climate and energy access targets 
but also to provide fi nancial investors with attractive 
returns. It also paves the way for India to reduce its 
reliance on crude oil imports as well as create economic 
growth and job creation in the long run. So, on February 
14, 2022, the Union Ministry of New and Renewable 
Energy (MNRE) announced a draft policy framework.

Draft Policy Framework for Distributed Renewable Energy

 Released on : 14 February, 2022

  Released by : The Union Ministry of New and 
Renewable Energy

 Aim : Recognised distributed renewable energy as 
a solution.

About the Draft Policy

The main objectives outlined in the 
new framework are:

Enabling a market oriented ecosystem

Increasing the adoption of DRE based 
livelihood solutions.

Encouraging development and management 
of  high quality products.

Establishing energy effi  ciency standards for 
high potential livelihood products

Using applications powered by mini/micro grids 
operating in hybrid mode along with the main grid.

Enabling easy fi nance for end user.

A committed to 
monitor progress of 

DRE projects

Meet at least once in 
every six months

Digital catalogue 
of DRE - powered 

solutions

To raise awareness 
among stakeholders

Main provisions in Draft policy framework 
for distributed renewable energy

Need for renewable energy based livelihoods
• Elimination of the need for diesel based generators.
• Helpful in meeting SDG Goals.

The Offi  ce of the United States Trade Representative (USTR) released the fi ndings of its 2021 Review of Notorious 
Markets for Counterfeiting and Piracy (the Notorious Markets List).  The Notorious Markets List highlights online 
and physical markets that reportedly engage in or facilitate substantial trademark counterfeiting or copyright piracy.

 Report  released on : February 17, 2022
 Released by : The Offi  ce of the United States Trade  
Representative (USTR)

 Released : 2021 Review of Notorious Markets 
for Counterfeiting and Piracy (the Notorious                           
Markets List).

About Notorious Market List

Notorious Markets List

Key Findings
The United States Trade Representative (USTR) 
listed Alibaba-owned AliExpress and Tencent-
operated WeChat, along with Weixin, which 
is the China-specifi c version of WeChat, in the 
Notorious Markets List (NML). 
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On February 5, 2022, the Government of India announced that Indian Footwear and Leather Development Programme 
(IFLDP) (erstwhile IFLADP) has been approved for continuation from 2021-22. It is a Central Sector Scheme which 
aims at development of infrastructure for the leather sector, address environmental concerns specifi c to the leather 
sector, facilitate additional investments, employment generation and increase in production.

 Launched on : February 5, 2022

 Launched by : Department for promotion of 

Industry and Internal Trade, Minister of Commerce 

& Industry

 Launched : Indian Footwear and Leather 

Development Programme (IFLDP)

 Duration : Jan, 2022 to March 2026

 Total Financial Outlay : 1700 crore

 Erstwhile Scheme : Indian Footwear, Leather & 

Accessories Development Programme (IFLADP)

About IFLDP

The scheme would lead to development of infrastructure 
for the leather sector, address environmental concerns 
to the leather sector and facilitate additional investments 
& employment.

Indian Footwear and Leather Development 
Programme (IFLDP)

Objectives

Development 
of infrastructure 

and provide 
facilities to 

leather sector

Address 
environment 

concerns specifi c 
to the leather 

sector

Increase in 
Production

Employment 
Generation

Increase in 
Investment

The Deloitte Global Boardroom Program’s Seventh 

Edition of the Women in the boardroom: A global 

perspective report includes updates from 72 countries 

on gender diversity in the boardroom, exploring insights 

on the political, social, and legislative trends behind 

these numbers. 

Women's Representation in Boardroom

 Launched on : February 8, 2022

 Launched by : Deloitte

Launched : Women in the Boardroom: A global 
perspective 

Women in the Boardroom

Indian Scenario

Women holding 17.1 per cent of the 
board seats in India in 2021.

Only 3.6 per cent of the board chairs are 
women, down by 0.9 per cent since 2018.

India saw a decline in board chairs held 
by women in 2021. 

In India, the average tenure of women 
directors marginally increased from 5.0 
years in 2018 to 5.1 years in 2021.
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Quick Bits

One Station, One Product
 Recent: 

 On February 1, 2022, ‘One Station, One Product’ 

initiative was announced in the budget 2022-23.

 Objective
 One station-one product as a concept aims to 

promote a local product from each stop of the 

Indian Railways by making the railway station 

of that area a promotional and sales hub for the 

product.
 Basic Concept

 The concept, based on the successful 'One 

District, One Product' scheme, has been 

introduced with a focus on promoting the supply 

chain of local products.

SVAMITVA Scheme
 Recent: 

 In February, 2022, Government announced 
a programme to prepare digital maps for all 
6, 00,000 villages and pan-India 3D maps 
will be prepared for 100 cities.

 Benefi t of the Scheme
 Updated guidelines under SVAMITVA 

scheme will help private companies to 
prepare maps without needing approvals 
from government

 Present Status
 Digital mapping through Drones has been 

completed in more than 1, 10,000 villages 
in 28 States and UTs.

 About Scheme
 SVAMITVA stands for ‘Survey of Villages 

Abadi and Mapping with Improvised 
Technology in Village Areas’. It was 
launched in 2020 under the Ministry of 
Panchayati Raj. It aims to cover all the 
villages by 2025.

SEED
 Recent: 

 In February, 2022, Union Minister of Social 
Justice and Empowerment, has launched a 
central sector scheme named the Scheme 
for Economic Empowerment for DNTs, 
(SEED). The seed scheme launched at 
Dr Ambedkar International Centre, New 
Delhi. 

 Objective 
 The objective of SEED is the welfare of 

Denotifi ed, Nomadic and Semi Nomadic 
tribal Communities (DNT/NT/SNT), 
which are the most neglected, marginalized 
and economically and socially deprived 
communities.

 Financial Outlay
 The total fi nancial outlay for SEED Scheme 

is approximately Rs 200 crore to be spent 
over a period of 5 years starting Financial 
Year 2021-22 to 2025-26.

 Upper Bhadra Project- New 
National Project

 Recent: 
 On February 16, 2022, government of Karnataka 

announced that the central government gave 
national project status to “Upper Bhadra 
Project”.

 Status
 This is the fi rst project from state to get this 

status.
 About the Project

 This project was launched with the aim of 
irrigating 2,25,515 hectares by means of 
micro-irrigation in drought-prone districts 
of Chitradurga, Chikkamagaluru, Davangere 
and Tumakuru. It will fi ll up 367 tanks under 
drought prone taluks of three districts through 
Chitradurga and Tumakuru branch canals.
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Polar Satellite Launch Vehicle (PSLV) is the third generation launch vehicle of India. It is the fi rst Indian launch 
vehicle to be equipped with liquid stages. After its fi rst successful launch in October 1994, PSLV emerged as the 
reliable and versatile workhorse launch vehicle of India with 39 consecutively successful missions by June 2017. 
During 1994-2017 period, the vehicle has launched 48 Indian satellites and 209 satellites for customers from abroad. 
Recently, PSLV-C52 Mission has been launched successfully.

Three satellites namely EOS-04, INSPIREsat-1 and INST-
2TD were injected successfully into a sun-synchronous 
polar orbit of 529 km.

PSLV-C52 Mission

 Launched on : 14 February, 2022

  Launched by : Indian Space Research Organisation 
(ISRO)

  Launched from : Satish Dhawan Space Centre in 
Sriharikota

 Satellites injected : PSLV-C52 mission injected 
three satellites into the orbits.

About PSLV-C52 Mission

Description of 3 Satellites Launched 

INS-2TD

• INS-2TD is a precursor 
to India-Bhutan Joint 
Satellite INS-2B.

• Carries a thermal 
imaging camera to 
assess land and water 
surface temperature and 
thermal inertia at day 
and at night. 

EOS-04 (Radar Imaging Satellite 
(RISAT)

INSPIRE sat-1

Designed to provide high-quality images 
under all weather conditions. 

Applications of images in agriculture, forestry 
and plantations, soil moisture and hydrology 
and fl ood mapping.

Satellite will be positioned into a Sun 
synchronous polar orbit gradually.

The satellite is to study orbital heating of the 
sun and about the dynamics of ionosphere.

Mission life of the satellite is one year.

A small satellite from the Indian Institute of 
Space Science and Technology in association 
with the Laboratory of Atmospheric and Space 
Physics at University of Colorado.
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3rd 

Generation

1st Indian 
launch 

vehicle with 
liquid stage

First launch 
in October 

1994
Launched 

Mars Orbiter 
Mission in 

2013Launched 
Chandrayan-1 

in 2008

It is a 
four-staged 

launch 
vehicle

First and third
stages using solid 
rocket motors and 
second and fourth 
stages using liquid 

rocket engines

Developed to 
launch Low-Earth 
Orbit satellite into 
p o l a r  a n d  s u n -
synchronous orbits

About Polar 
Satellite 

Launch Vehicle 
(PSLV)
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The Ocean Melting Greenland Mission, generally referred to as OMG Mission was launched by NASA. It was a fi ve 
year mission which completed its mission period on December 31, 2021.

 Launched in : 2016

 Launched by : NASA

 Concluded on :  31 December, 2021

 Mission Duration :  5 years (sanctioned)

 Geographical area focused : Greenland

 Objective : to fi gure out how much of Greenland’s 
ice melt is caused by warming oceans

Ocean Melting Greenland Mission

More than 90% of the heat trapped by Greenhouse Gases 
warms the oceans, not the air. That’s why global sea level 
rise will be one of the major environmental challenges 
of the 21st Century. Melting of the ice of Greenland 
will be a major source of this rise. OMG Mission was 
launched because of it:

NASA Ocean Melting Greenland Mission

Complicated Geometry 
of Sea Floor

Atlantic waters can reach 
narrow ff ord and interact 

with coastal glaciers

Knowledge of these 
Pathways are critical

OMG was launched for 
improved measurements of 
shape and depth of sea fl oor

Why was Mission 
Launched?

Determines

Satellites can't do it
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After several delays, SpaceX has launched the Italian Earth-observation satellite, Cosmo-SkyMed Second Generation 
FM2 (CSG-2) aboard its Falcon 9 rocket from a station in Florida, US.

 Launched by : SpaceX Falcon 9 rocket

 Launched on : 1 February 2022

 Launched from : station in Florida, US.

 Purpose : Two satellites, to observe Earth using synthetic aperture radar (SAR)

 Mission of : Italian Space Agency, the Italian Ministry of Defense and the Italian Ministry of Education, Universities 
and Scientifi c Research

About Cosmo-SkyMed Second Generation FM2 (CSG-2) 

SpaceX Launches Italian Earth-observation Satellite

Recently, Union Minister of Power, R K Singh has launched Powerthon-2022. It was launched to fi nd technology-driven 
solutions to solve the complex problems in power distribution.

 Launched in : February, 2022

 Launched by : Ministry of Power

 Launched under : RDSS (Revamped Distribution Sector Scheme)  

 Type of : Hackathon

 Focus : to fi nd technology-driven solutions to solve the complex problems in power distribution

 Implementing agency : REC limited (Navratna Company under Ministry of Power)

 Partners: Ministry of Power SINE (IIT Bombay)

About Powerthon-2022

Powerthon-2022

Currently, the power distribution utilities in India face numerous challenges

It limits their ability to improve

 (Aggregate Technical & Commercial) loss level and ACoS-ARR 
{Actual Cost of Supply and the actual Revenue Realized was not 

getting} gap was not getting improved

To overcome this RDSS was launched

Powerthon-2022 is in line with the objectives of RDSS

Why 
Powerthon

2022?
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There is an increased consensus around the world that 
concerted steps need to be taken to reduce global warming to 
level less than 2oC  and if possible to cap it at 1.5o C higher 
than pre- industrial levels. In this direction, Prime Minister 
of India has launched the National Hydrogen Mission on 
India’s  75th Independence Day (August 15, 2021). In 
this order February 17, 2022, the Central Government has 
notifi ed the Green Hydrogen and Green Ammonia Policy.

Green Hydrogen/Green Ammonia Policy

The implementation of this policy will provide clean fuel to the common people of the country. This will reduce 
dependence on fossil fuel and also reduce crude oil imports. The objective also is for country to emerge as an export 
Hub for Green Hydrogen and Green Ammonia. The policy promotes Renewable Energy (RE) generation as RE will 
be the basic ingredient in making Green Hydrogen.  This, in turn, will help in meeting the international commitments 
for clean energy.

 Announced on : August 15, 2021
 Approved on : February 17, 2022

 Approved by : Government of India

Green Hydrogen/Green Ammonia Policy

Green Hydrogen is Hydrogen gas produced through 
electrolysis of water — an energy intensive process 
for splitting water into Hydrogen and Oxygen— 
using renewable power to achieve this.

Policy aimed at boosting the domestic 
production of green Hydrogen to 5 
million tonnes by 2030 

Making India an export hub for 
the clean India.

About 
the Green 
Hydrogen/

Green 
Ammonia(GH/

GA)  Policy

G r e e n  H y d r o g e n / A m m o n i a 
manufacturers may purchase 
renewable power from the power 
exchange or set up renewable 
energy capacity themselves

The manufacturers of GH shall 
be given connectivity to the grid 
on priority basis to avoid any 
procedural delays

Open access will be granted 
within 15 days of receipt of 
application

The benefi t of Renewable Purchase 
Obligation (RPO) will be granted 
incentive to the Hydrogen/Ammonia 
manufacturer 

Distribution licenses can also 
procure and supply Renewable 
Energy to the manufacturers 
of GH/GA in their states at 
concessional prices 

Green Hydrogen manufacturer 
can  bank h is  unconsumed 
renewable power, up to 30 days, 
with distribution company and 
take it back when required

Connectivity, at the generation end 
and the GA/GA manufacturing end, 

Manufacturers of GA/GA shall be 
allowed to set up bunkers near Ports 
for storage of Green Ammonia for 
export / use by shipping

Waiver of inter-state transmission charges for a period of 
25 years will be allowed to the manufacturers of GH/GA 

for the projects commissioned before 30th June 2025.

Objective of Green 
Hydrogen 
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Quick Bits

Param Pravega
 Recent:  

 In February 2022, the Indian Institute of 

Science (IISc), Bengaluru, has commissioned 

and installed Param Pravega, which is claimed 

to be one of the most powerful supercomputers 

in the country.
 About

 The Param Pravega is an amalgamation of 

heterogeneous nodes, with Intel Xeon Cascade 

Lake processors for the CPU nodes and NVIDIA 

Tesla V100 cards on the GPU nodes.
 Capacity

 It has comprehensive peak compute power of 3.3 

petafl ops.
 Designed by

 Centre for Development of Advanced Computing 

(C-DAC), under the National Supercomputing 

Mission (NSM).

Asia’s Largest Bio-CNG plant
 Recent: 

 Prime Minister Narendra Modi on February 
19, 2022 inaugurated Asia’s largest bio-
CNG plant in Indore district of Madhya 
Pradesh.

 Objective 
 Eff orts are being made under the Swachh 

Bharat-2 campaign to remove piles of 
garbage from vast chunks of lands in 
several cities of the country and turn them 
into green zones.

 Set up
 The plant has been set up by the Indore 

Municipal Corporation (IMC) on public 
private partnership (PPP) model.

New Biotechnology Policy
of Gujarat

 Recent: 
 On February 17, 2022, Government of 

Gujarat unveiled new Biotechnology 
Policy that offers up to 25 per cent 
fi nancial support on capital investments 
in the biotechnology sector.

 About the Policy
 Operative period of the new biotechnology 

policy will be fi ve years, from 2022 till 
2027. The policy seeks to create around 
1.2 lakh new employment opportunities. 
It will attract estimated investment of 
more than Rs 20,000 crore in the sector.

 Aim
 The new policy aims to make Gujarat a 

globally-recognized Biotechnology Hub.

KAVACH Technology in Railways
 Recent: 

 In the Union budget, the Finance Minister 
announced that the safety of the Indian trains is 
to be increased through the KAVACH technology.

 About the Technology
 It is an anti – collision technology. It was 

indigenously developed. It is SIL4 certifi ed. The 
technology will help India achieve its goal of zero 
accidents. The technology will stop the train as 
soon as it detects another train in the same track 
within a specifi c distance.

 Working of KAVACH
 The technology uses microprocessors, global 

positioning system and radio communication. 
The anti – collision devices are mounted on 
the trains. The devices receive inputs from the 
satellite. They communicate with each other 
through modems.
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Two new Ramsar sites, Khijadia Wildlife Sanctuary in Gujarat and Bakhira Wildlife Sanctuary in Uttar Pradesh 
were announced on World Wetlands Day.

 Celebrated on :  2nd February every year
 Celebration reason :  Adoption of the Convention 
on Wetlands on 2nd February 1971 (Ramsar, Iran)

 Announced by : United Nations
 Purpose :  to recognize the infl uence and positive 

production that Wetlands have had on the world
 theme for 2022 : Wetlands Action for People and 

Nature

World Wetlands Day

Wetlands are ecosystems saturated with water, either 
seasonally or permanently and Ramsar sites are wetlands 
of international importance as per UNESCO’s 1971 
Convention on Wetlands held in Ramsar, Iran. 

Wetlands can have important role in sustainable 
development goals achievement: 

Significance 
of Wetlands

Wetlands and the 
Sustainable Development Goals

Regulate 
water quantity, 

groundwater recharge, 
can regulate fl oods and 

impact of 
storm Major habitat

 for most of world's 
waterbirds and key habit 

of migratory 
species

40% of world 
species live and 

breed in 
wetlands

One of the most 
productive 

habitats in the 
worldMore than 1 

billion people 
depends on 

them for 
living

Goal 2: End 
hunger, achieve 

food security 
and improved 

nutrition 
and promote 
sustainable 

agriculture: Rice 
grown in wetlands 
provide the staple 

diet of nearly 
three billion 

people.

Goal 11: 
Make cities 
and human 
settlements 

inclusive, safe, 
resilient and 
sustainable: 

Wetlands 
protect from 
fl ooding and 

droughts

Goal 6: Ensure 
availability and 

sustainable 
management 
of water and 

sanitation for all: 
Wetlands ensure 
fresh water, help 
replenish ground 

aquifers, and 
purify and fi lter 
harmful waste 

from water

Goal 13: 
Take urgent 

action to 
combat 
climate 

change and 
its impacts: 
Wetlands 
work as 
Carbon 
sinks.

On World Wetlands Day, India Acquires Two New Ramsar Sites
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Wetlands are one of the most important ecological 
areas and their protection is must for the sustainable 
development of human beings.

Wetlands include mangroves, marshes, rivers, lakes, 
deltas, fl oodplains and fl ooded forests, rice-fi elds, coral 
reefs, marine areas no deeper than 6 meters at low tide, 
as well as human-made wetlands such as waste-water 
treatment ponds and reservoirs. They are also facing 
various threats:

As of February 2022, India has 49 Ramsar sites 
covering an area of 10,93,636 hectares, the highest 
in South Asia. As per ISRO wetlands are 4.63% of the 
total geographical area of the country.

Major threats: 
Agriculture, 

development, 
pollution and 

climate change.
Wetlands are 

disappearing 3 
times faster than 

forests 
UNESCO:  

threat to wetlands : 
adverse impact on 
40% of the world’s 

fl ora and fauna 
that live or breed in 

wetlands.

Bakhira 
Wildlife 

Sanctuary 
in UP

provides 
a safe 

wintering 
and staging 

ground 
for a large 

number 
of species 

of the   
Central 
Asian 

Flyway

Khijadia 
Wildlife 

Sanctuary 
(Gujarat) 
a coastal 
wetland 
with rich 
avifaunal 
diversity 
providing 

a safe 
habitat to 

endangered 
and 

vulnerable 
species

State-wise 
distribution 

of 
wetlands,
Gujarat is 
at the top 
followed 

by Andhra 
Pradesh, 

Uttar 
Pradesh, 
and West 
Bengal.

India’s fi rst commercial-scale biomass-based Hydrogen Plant will come up at the Khandwa district of Madhya Pradesh. 

 Location : Khandwa district of Madhya Pradesh
 To be set up by : joint venture of Watomo Energies Ltd. and Biezel Green Energy
 Purpose : Production of Hydrogen using biomass

 Expected Capacity : 1 tonne of Hydrogen per day, from 30 tonnes of biomass feedstock

About India’s fi rst biomass-based Hydrogen Plant

The plant is being put up by a joint venture of Watomo Energies Ltd. and Biezel Green Energy with an investment of ₹24 crore.  

Biomass is a renewable organic material that comes from plants and animals. It can be used as fuel for transportation 
and electricity generation as a means of avoiding Carbon dioxide emissions from fossil fuel use.

India’s First Biomass-Based Hydrogen Plant

Thermally 
Accelerated 

Anerobic 
Digestion 

(TAD)
 Reactor 

TAD can produce Hydrogen and 
bio-urea from agri residues.

The Carbon particulates and Carbon 
dioxide are scrubbed off to get 
Hydrogen and Methane.

It can help in reducing government 
subsidy expenditure on Urea 
drastically.

The exhaust contains Hydrogen, 
Methane, Carbon dioxide and 
Carbon particulates. 
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The onslaught of extreme weather events around the world has brought to the forefront on how human well-being 
and the health of our planet are inextricably linked. TERI by World Sustainable Development Summit is bringing 
together leading representatives from international organizations, government, etc. to deliberate on the modus 
operandi required for equitable responses to enhance planetary resilience. Recently, on February 16, 2022, the Prime 
Minister of India delivered the inaugural address at The Energy and Resources Institute’s (TERI) World Sustainable 
Development Summit via video message.

 Edition of the Summit : 21st 
  Organised between : 6th to 18th February 2022
  Umbrella theme : Towards a Resilient Planet: 
Ensuring a Sustainable and Equitable Future.

  Organised by : The Energy and Resources 
Institute’s (TERI)

  Earlier known as : Delhi Sustainable Development 
Summit

 Objective : single platform to accelerate action 
towards sustainable development and climate 
change.

About World Sustainable 
Development Summit 2022

World Sustainable Development Summit 2022

About The Energy Research 
Institute (TERI)

India's Eff orts Towards Sustainable 
Development

Very little 
has been 

done 
despite lot 
of talk over 
the last 50 

years

Environmental 
sustainability 
can only be 

achieved 
through 
climate 
justice.

Equitable 
energy access 

to the poor 
has been a 

cornerstone of 
environmental 
policy of India

Two 
initiatives 
of LIFE - 

Lifestyle For 
Environment 

and Pro Planet 
People (3-Ps).

Climate Change is a long-term change in the average 
weather patterns that have come to define Earth’s 
local, regional and global climates. Summits like World 
Sustainable Development Summit will defi nitely provide 
global platform to tackle the issue of climate change.

Key 
Highlights

Prime 
Minister 

stressed that 

Founded in 1974.

Founded by the eff ort of Mr 
Darbari S Seth as ‘Tata Energy 

Research Institute’.

Renamed as ‘The Energy and 
Resources Institute’ in 2003.

It is an independent, multi-
dimensional organization, with 
capabilities in research, policy, 

consultancy and implementation.

Headquarters: New Delhi, India.

90 million households getting access to clean cooking 
fuel under Ujjwala Yojana.

Renewable energy to farmer Under the PM-KUSUM 
scheme

LED bulbs distribution scheme has helped save more 
than 220 billion units of electricity 

The National Hydrogen Mission aims to tap into 
Green Hydrogen. 

sites India now has 49 Ramsar sites spread over more 
than 1 million hectares.

India is on track to achieve the national commitment of 
Land Degradation Neutrality under the Bonn Challenge.
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Quick Bits

Aravalli Biodiversity Park-
India’s fi rst OECM site

 Recent:  
 On World Wetlands Day, that is, on February 

2, 2022 the Aravalli Biodiversity Park was 
announced as the fi rst Other Eff ective Area – 
based Conservation Measures (OECM) site.

 OECM tag
 The OECM tag is provided by the International 

Union for Conservation of Nature, IUCN. 
According to IUCN, the OECM sites are not 
protected but are rich in biodiversity. The 
Aravalli hills are the fi rst OECM site of the 
country.

 Aravalli Biodiversity Park
 The park is spread over 390 acres. It has a semi – 

arid vegetation. It has more than 43,000 shrubs, 
101,000 trees and 300 endemic plant species. 
25% of the Aravallis was lost due to illegal 
mining.

India’s First Geo Park
 Recent:  

 The fi rst geological park of India will be built 
in Lamheta, Jabalpur in Madhya Pradesh. In 
January 2022, approval for the park was given 
by the Geological Survey of India, under the 
Ministry of Mining.

 Lamheta Park
  In 1928, William Henry Sleeman had discovered 

Dinosaur fossil from this area. UNESCO has 
also recognised Lamheta as geo heritage site. 
Lameta Formation is also called Infratrappean 
Beds.

 Geopark
 Geopark is a unified area, which advances 

the protection and use of geological heritage 
in a sustainable manner. It also promotes the 
economic well-being of the people living there.

India’s fi rst e-waste eco-park
 Recent: 

 On February 24, 2022, the Deputy Chief 

Minister of Delhi,  Manish Sisodia, 

announced that Delhi will get India’s fi rst 

e-waste eco-park.

 Objective 
 The eco-park will handle the increasing 

e-waste. Dismantling, Re-cycling, Re-

furbishing and re-manufacturing of the waste 

will be done in a safe and scientifi c manner.

 E-waste
 The e-waste eco-park will comprise of 

an authorized refurbishing market as a 

secondary product sale market for batteries, 

electronic goods, laptops, chargers, mobiles 

and PCs. Across 12 zones, collection centres 

will be set up, in order to channelise e-waste.

The Global Wetland 
Outlook- Special Edition, 2021

 New Report
 The Global Wetland Outlook: Special Edition 

2021 was prepared on the occasion of the 
Ramsar Convention’s 50th anniversary, in 
January 2021. It describes the pandemic and 
its implications; trends in wetlands since 
2018.

 Wetland Area
 Wetlands still cover a global area of 1.2 

billion hectares (ha) – larger than Canada – 
they are declining fast, with 35% losses of 
natural wetlands since 1970, where data are 
available.

 India and Ramsar Convention
 Now, India has a network of 49 such sites, the 

highest in South Asia, covering 10, 93,636 
hectares.
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Israel – Palestine Zone 

Israel is located at the eastern end of the 
Mediterranean Sea in Western Asia

The borders with Syria (Golan Heights), 
Lebanon (Shebaa farms) and the 
Palestinian territories (declared as the 
State of Palestine) are still disputed.

Israel is bordered by Egypt, Jordan, 
Lebanon, Syria, and the Palestinian 
territories (West Bank and the Gaza Strip) 
it shares maritime borders with Cyprus.About Israel 

Highest point - Mount Meron; Lowest point - Dead Sea; Longest river - Jordan River; Largest lake -

Sea of Galilee. 

Tel Aviv and Jerusalem served as de facto joint capitals of Israel from May to December 1948.

 Despite its small size, about 290 miles (470 km) north-to-south and 85 miles (135 km) east-to-west at its 

widest point, Israel has four geographic regions—the Mediterranean coastal plain, the hill regions of 

northern and central Israel, the Great Rift Valley, and the Negev—and a wide range of unique physical 

features and microclimates. 

 Israel's longest and most famous river is the 320-kilometre (199 mi) long River Jordan, which rises on 

the southern slopes of Mount Hermon in the Anti-Lebanon Mountains. 

 The river fl ows south through the freshwater Sea of Galilee, and from there forms the boundary with the 

Kingdom of Jordan for much of its route, eventually emptying into the Dead Sea. The northern tributaries 

to the Jordan are the Dan, Banias, and Hasbani. 

Maps are an intrinsic part of preparation by the aspirants. The weightage of map related questions is 
increasing day by day in the examinations and also, often students get

confused from where these maps should be studied. 
For such problems, we are presenting a new series of “Study Through Maps” for the students. In this 

series, we will provide the maps which are in news with related facts and questions based on these map 
locations, can be asked.
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Possible question 
  Which countries borders Israel. 

 Locate the highest and lowest points of Israel. 

 Which River is Israel's longest and most famous river?

Tips 
 Israel, Egypt, Jordan, Syria, and Lebanon - arrange all relevant capitals from north to south or east to west, etc. 

 Mark the West bank and Gaza Strip.

 Locate Jerusalem in the Map and read about its importance.

Ind ia  recognizes 
a  b o r d e r  w i t h 
A f g h a n i s t a n 
through Pakistani-
a d m i n i s t e r e d 
Kashmir.

It is dominated by the 
Hindu Kush Range, 
the western extension 
of the Himalayas 
tha t  s t re tches  to 
eastern Tibet via the 
Pamir  Mountains 
a n d  K a r a k o r a m 
M o u n t a i n s  i n 
Afghanistan 's  far 
north-east.

T h e  A m u  D a r y a 
rises at the north 
of the Hindu Kush, 
while  the nearby 
Hari Rud fl ows west 
towards Herat, and 
the Arghandab River 
f rom the  cen t ra l 
region southwards.

To the south and west of the Hindu Kush fl ow a number of streams that are tributaries of the Indus River, such 
as the Helmand River.

Afghanistan
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Afghanistan’s Garland Highway

Possible question
 Which River of Afghanistan ends in Indian Ocean - Kabul River.
 What is the Afghanistan's highest point - Mt. Nowshak
 In 2009 Afghanistan designated a portion of the Hindu Kush Mountains, as their fi rst national park known 
as - Band-e Amir
Tips

 Carefully note all the capitals of neighbours of Afghanistan and arrange them in North-South and East- West order.
 Note the name of the cities marked by garland highways constructed by India and carefully order them. 

The Zaranj - Delaram road constructed by India in 2009 can give access to Afghanistan’s Garland Highway, 
setting up road access to four major cities in Afghanistan — Herat, Kandahar, Kabul and Mazar-e-Sharif. 

About Afghanistan
 Afghanistan is bordered by Pakistan to the east and south, Iran to the west, Turkmenistan, Uzbekistan, and 
Tajikistan to the north, and China to the northeast.

 Despite having numerous rivers and reservoirs, large parts of the country are dry. The endorheic Sistan Basin is 
one of the driest regions in the world.

 One exception is the Kabul River which fl ows in an easterly direction to the Indus ending at the Indian Ocean.
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Q. Accountability of the executive to the 
legislature in Westminster forms of 
Government is arithmetically driven" 
Examine in the Indian context.

Ans. The Westminster model of parliamentary 
government is usually described as government 
through parliament rather than government by 
Parliamentary government.

 Article 75(3) of the Constitution provides that the 
"the Council of Ministers shall be collectively 
responsible to the House of the people thus this 
provision is the cornerstone of one of the most 
important functions of the Union Legislature.

 By making this provision, the constitution has 
empowered the legislature, the House of People, 
to hold the executive accountable for its acts of 
commission and omission to monitor the actions 
of the executive.

The Ways by which accountability is driven
 No Confi dence Motion 
 It enables the parliament to ensure executive 

accountability, is the no-confi dence motion.
 As long as the government has the support 

of its party or coalition of parties that has a 
majority in the Lok Sabha, the power exits.

 Hence the parliament can eff ectively control 
the executive and ensure a responsive 
government.

 Ordinances
 The President can proclaim ordinances in the 

absence of House in session. It is one of the 
facts that the ordinance lapses if the Houses 
pass a resolution disapproving it.

 Emergency provisions
 It is subject to parliamentary control.
 Joint Sessions
 It has visualized situations of deadlock 

between the upper houses. However the 

government in majority has always been able 
to get the bills passed as evident from the past 
experiences.

 Participation in Legislation
 Generally bills are introduced by ministers 

relating  to their departments. It is evident that 
even a Private member bills are introduced and 
subsequently passed by the houses.

 Some other devised tools by the Houses of 
Parliament for enforcing accountability-

  The Question Hour
  Rule 377 & special mention
 Adjournment motion
 Rules of Procedure and Conduct of business 

in then Lok Sabha.
 Call Attention Notices
   Thus accountability of the executive to 

parliament is the very essence of parliamentary 
democracy but this accountability should not aff ect 
the functional eff ectiveness of the institution.

Q. Write the rationality behind the welfare 
schemes for vulnerable Section.

Ans. The term 'vulnerability' is defi ned as "proneness 
to harm originating  from external forces.

 Vulnerable groups are those groups that experience 
a higher risk of poverty and social exclusion than 
the general population.

 There are some examples of vulnerable sections. 
These are - ethnic minorities, migrants, disabled 
people, the homeless those struggling with 
substance abuse, isolated elderly people & children.

 Rationality behind the welfare schemes for 
vulnerable sections are as follows :

1. To provide equal access to economic opportunities 
& access to basic amenities of life. For instance 
the scavanger community among the Dalits is 
vulnerable to stress of disease with reduced access 
to healthcare. To curb this menace, Ayushman 
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Bharat Yojana came into eff ect to ensure equal 
opportunities all.

2. There is a need for the Government to emancipate 
the weaker sections from the cobwebs of oppression 
marginalization and backwardness.

3. To ensure the justice; social economic & political 
& Equality of Status and opportunity (Written in 
Preamble)

4. To ensure fundamental rights envisaged in the 
constitution.

5. Directive Principle of State Policy also enjoins upon 
the State the primary responsibility of welfare of 
all its citizens in eff ect, making it a welfare state.

6. Due to the various conventions under United Nation 
like "United Nations Convention on the Rights of 
the Child".

7. These vulnerable section need special assistance & 
care form the state for their well-being.

8. Without state help, they will have to face many 
disadvantages & will not be able to avail fair and 
equal life choices as those enjoyed by other citizens.

9. To ensure inclusive growth for the economic 
imperative.

10. Vulnerable sections will always be at a disadvantage 
which will lead to lower quality of life and choices 
enjoyed by them which will lead to resentment & 
friction in the society.

 Thus it can be said that these vulnerable sections 
see the socio cultural & political system unjust & it 
will hinder the work of nation building and instilling  
on feeling of oneness in all citizens.

Q. What is the diff erence between forest area 
and forest cover? Why is it important to 
improve the forest cover in the country? 
Discuss in the light of recent Forest Survey 
Report 2021.

Ans. The term 'Forest area' generally refers to 
all the geographic areas recorded as forest in 
government records. Where as the term 'Forest 
Cover' refers to all lands more than 1 hectare in 
area having a tree canopy density of more than 10%. 
Therefore forest area denotes the legal status of the 

land as per government records. The term forest 
cover indicates the presence of trees over any land.

 The importance of forest cover in the country 
because of the following reasons.

  Decline of northeast forest cover 1020 km2

 Supply of wood saving devices & allied 
activities.
 The decline of forest cover in the North-eastern 
states (It becomes the reason for landslides & 
heavy rains)
 Falling of trees due to anthropogenic activities
 To improve forest areas national Mission for a 
Green India (One of the eight missions under 
NAPCC)
 To recognise the vital importance of ecological 
sustainability biodiversity, food-water livelihood 
security
 To combat desertifi cation

 Wildlife protection of managing human wildlife 
confl icts

 Reasons for increasing the forest cover

 As per the Forest Survey Report 2021, the total 
forest cover is 713789/sq km which is 21.71% of 
the geographical areas of the country. As compared 
to ISER 2019 the current assessment shows an 
increase of 0.28% of forest & tree cover put 
together at national level, is a positive sign. But 
there is a need to achieve the goal of 33% of the 
geographical area of the country under forest & 
tree cover envisaged under national forest policy 
of India 1988.

Q . Analyse the potential of Hydrogen as a 
clear energy fuel to meet India's COP-26 
targets.

Ans. Hydrogen is all set to play a signifi cant role 
in decarbonising energy system. The hydrogen 
economy is seen as a potential where hydrogen is 
used as fuel for :

 1. Vehicles
 2. Energy Storage
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 3. Long-distance transport of energy

 In this regard & national Hydrogen Energy Mission 

(NHEM) to transform transportation in India was 

announced in the recent budget 2021-22.

 Potential of Hydrogen Fuel in achieving India 

COP-26 targets are as Follows :

(1) India has a huge edge in green hydrogen production 

owing to its favourable geographic.

(2) Due to the presence of abundant natural elements.

(3) India's goal of attaining 175 GW of renewable 

energy capacity by 2022 and to decarbonise by 

2050 got an impetus in the budget 2021-22.

(4) Proactive industry collaboration with the government 

is a key to creating a hydrogen economy in India.

(5) A robust policy framework (make in India) guided 

the country's solar revolution.

(6) The government has given impetus in scaling up 

the gas pipeline infrastructure across the country.

(7) Due to increase of investment in R & D, capacity 

building, National hydrogen Mission, compatible 

legislation.

(8) Low legislation solar prices coupled with pragmatic 

policies.

  Economic sustainability of extracting Green or 
blue hydrogen.
 Due to the hydrogen fuel cell technology that are 
at nascent stage, it is expensive.
 Maintenance costs for fuel cells post completion 
of a plant can be costly.

 It requires mammoth investment portability & 
transporting the gas are hurdles.

 Challenges

  Although the costs of production of Green 
Hydrogen are too high to be competitive with other 
fuels. Yet India can meet the COPs 26 targets with 
the integration of renewable energy in the present 
energy mix (Hydrogen enriched CNG (HCNG).

 For example - in October 2020 Delhi became the 
fi rst Indian city to operate Hydrogen enriched CNG 
buses in a six-month pilot project can be taken into 
consideration.]

Q. Diff erentiate between demand pull and 
cost push infl ation? Highlight the supply-
side factors behind recent inflationary 
trends in India.

Ans. Infl ation is the decline of purchasing power 
of a given currency over time. It measures the 
average price change in a basket of commodities 
and services over time.

 Diff erence between demand pull and cost push 
infl ation :

Demand Pull Infl ation Cost push infl ation
1- It occurs when there is 
an increase in aggregate 
demand.

1- It occurs when prices 
are pushed up by increases 
in the costs.

2- It is categorized by 
the four sections of the 
macro economy such as 
-household, businesses 
governments and foreign 
buyers.

2- Its prices is pushed up 
by any of the four factors 
of production such as 
labour, capital, land or 
entrepreneurship.

3 -  T h e  d e m a n d - p u l l 
inf lat ion is  when the 
aggregate demand is more 
than the aggregate supply 
in an economy.

3- Cost push inflation 
is when the aggregate 
demand is same and the 
fall in aggregate supply 
due to external factors 
will result in increased 
price level.

4-  I t  arises when the 
a g g r e g a t e  d e m a n d 
increases at a faster rate 
than aggregate supply.

4- It is a result of an 
increase in the price of 
inputs due to the shortage 
of cost of production 
leading to decrease in the 
supply of inputs.

5- It describes how price 
infl ation begins.

5 -  I t  exp l a in s  why 
infl ation is so diffi  cult to 
stop, once started.

6- The reason for demand-
pu l l  i n f l a t ion  i s  t he 
increase in money supply, 
government spending and 
foreign exchange rates.

6- It is mainly caused by 
monopolistic groups of 
the society.
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7- The policy 
recommendation which 
is associated with the 
monetary and fi scal measure 
which amounts to the high 
level of unemployment.

7 -  T h e  p o l i c y 
r e c o m m e n d a t i o n  i s 
related to administrative 
control on price rise and 
income policy.

  Inadequate infrastructure
  Lack of Credit
  Availability of labour
  Availability of Technology

  Lock down disruptions fuelled the trends

Supply-side factors behind recent infl ationary 
trends in India

 Though India is a country where labour is 
abundant, it is diffi  cult to fi nd quality people. 
Further availability of fuel is aff ecting capacity 
creation in power generation which will impact 
sectors that depend on power for production 
aff ecting overall production in the economy. Factor 
such as these add up and do not allow the economy 
to produce at the desired pace. As a consequence, 
supply to the market place, falls short of demand 
and results in higher infl ation. With the infl ation 
admist a second wave the balancing acumen of the 
MPC will now be tested.

 Therefore Government & RBI need to chalk out 
a fi scal plan to ensure that the infl ation does not 
burden the common-man.

Q. How do we measure unemployment? Does 
it capture the true unemployment situation 
in India? Suggest reforms in this direction.

Ans. Unemployment is traced by looking at the 
unemployment Rate (UER). The UER is the 
percentage of people in the labour force who 
demanded work but did not get it.

 Recently the Centre for Monitoring Indian Economy 
(CMIE) released the unemployment status report of 

India for the month of December 2021.

 As per CMIE report, the unemployment rate in 

the country was 7.91% in December. It was 6.97% 

nearly in November. Haryana was reported the 

highest employment rate in India.

 To a great extent, UER may not capture the true 

unemployment situation in India. There are reasons 

behind it as follows.

(1) Under normal circumstances the UER is a perfectly 

fi ne metric to track unemployment but in India's 

case, UER is becoming ineff ective in assessing the 

true level of unemployment distress especially over 

the past decade.

(2) The labour force itself has been shrinking rapidly.

(3) Over the past decade, Labour Force Participation 

Rate in India has been falling.

 That is why UER falls to adequately capture the 

unemployment distress in India.

 Measures that can be suggested for the remedies 

of the unemployment situation are as follows :

Self employment should be encouraged.

Vocational courses related institutions
need to be established.

Government assistance for funding
to encourage start-up.

Incubation centres need to be
promoted.

Better irrigation facilities,
better farming equipment,
multiple crop rotation should
be encouraged.

Government as well as leading
business houses of the country
should be invited more.

Foreign collaboration & capital
investment in every sector.

Especial packages designed for
each industry etc.

Public investments in sectors like
health, education, police etc.

Measures

that can be

taken into

account

 It is now the turn of the government to step up 

spending. The economy needs a punchy fi scal 

stimulus, a big booster dose at the small & 

unorganised sector to curb the unemployment.
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Attitude 
  "An attitude is a mental and neural state of 
readiness, organised through experience, exerting a 
directive or dynamic infl uence upon the individual's 
response to ill objects and situations with which it 
is associated."

 -Gordon Allport
An attitude is a positive, negative, or mixed 
evaluation of an object expressed at some level of 
intensity. 
It is an expression of a favourable or unfavourable 
evaluation of a person, place, thing, or event. These 
are fundamental determinants of our perceptions 
of and actions towards all aspects of our social 
environment. 
In simple words, attitude is a way of looking at 
any situation and deciding, either consciously or 
unconsciously – how we relate it to ourselves and 
others. 
It can be something to do with our personality and 
experience. 
The signifi cant positive attitudes include being 
frank, confi dent, jealous, respectful, sincere, honest, 
hardworking, faithful, loving, fl exible, humble, 
helping, independent, sympathetic, etc.
Attitude pertains to our feelings, beliefs and 
behaviour predispositions directed towards people, 
groups, ideas or objects. Attitudes will always have 
a positive and negative element and have a tendency 
to behave in a certain way towards that person or 
object. Attitudes are formed primarily based on 
underlying values and beliefs.

Structure of Attitude  
  An attitude is made up of three interconnected 
components: cognitions, emotions and behaviours. 

CAB
Model

Cognitive 
Component

Our thoughts and 
beliefs about the 

subject.

How the object, 
person, issue or 
event makes us 

feel.

How the attitude 
infl uences our 
behaviours. 

There is a sub-
component viz. 

behavioural 
predisposition.

Emotional 
Component

Behavioural 
Component

 An attitude involves a predisposition respond or 
a behavioural tendency toward the object. "It's 
boring" implies a tendency to avoid the class. "I 
like my job" suggests an intention to go to work. 
People with specifi c attitudes are inclined to behave 
in certain ways consistent with that attitude.

 A change in one component of an attitude structure 
might lead to changes in the others because an 
attitude structure is dynamic, with each component 
infl uencing the others.

GS Paper-4, titled “Ethics, Integrity, and Aptitude”, was introduced as part of mains syllabus reforms 
from civil services examination, 2013. It is one of the most challenging aspects of the IAS mains exam. 
2018 was the fi rst year with the changed pattern in UPPCS. In this monthly edition of Ghatna Chakra 
magazine we will provide series of GS paper 4 basic study materials with related case studies.
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Implicit and Explicit Attitude 

  Attitudes can also be explicit and implicit – 

Explicit attitudes are those that we are consciously 
aware of and that clearly infl uence our behaviours 
and beliefs.

Implicit attitudes are unconscious, but still have 
an eff ect on our beliefs and behaviours.

Formation of Attitude 

Attitude formation refers to a drift from no attitude 
towards an object to some positive or negative 
attitude.

A range of mechanisms for attitude formation are 
involved. 

Most important among them are mere exposure, 
direct experiences and social learning. 

  Mere exposure means that simply being 
exposed to an object increases our feelings, 
usually positive, toward that object. 

  Second way of formation of attitude is through 
direct personal experience. It has the power to 
create and change attitudes. 

  This is stronger factor in forming the attitude 
and is likely to aff ect behaviours strongly.

  Direct experience continues to form and shape 
our attitudes throughout life. 

  Attitudes formed from direct experience are 
stronger because they are readily available 
and called on quickly by our consciousness.

Functions of Attitudes 

 Our attitude defines us. It gives an up-front 
statement about which we really are.

 Attitudes direct our future feelings and thoughts 
about the objects of those feelings and thoughts.

 Attitudes are cognitive structures that guide 
perception and help us fi ll the gaps when information 
is lacking.

 Attitudes summarize our feelings, thoughts, 
intentions, and behaviour, helping us respond.

 Attitudes lead us to value objects that help us reach 
our goals.

 Altitudes serve a helps us to make sense out of 
the world by categorizing objects and people is 
knowledge function.

 Stereotypes are often associated with intense 
emotions which can sometimes lead to intergroup 
confl ict.

 As a value-expressive function, it helps in 
expressing our values.

 Attitudes serve an ego-defensive function when they 
protect us against our fears and anxieties.

 Attitude maintains self-worth and defi nes the self 
and they express individual’s basic values and 
reinforce his/her self- image.

 Attitudes protect the person from recognising 
certain thoughts and feelings that threaten his self-
image or adjustment.

Process of Attitude Change 

  Attitudes are dynamic and infl uences which form 
the attitude can also change the attitude. Thus, there 
are three theories on change of attitude:

1. Learning Theory of Attitude Change

Classical conditioning, operant conditioning and 
observational learning can be used to bring about 
attitude change. Classical conditioning can be used 
to create positive emotional reactions to an object, 
person or event by associating positive feelings 
with the target object. Operant conditioning can be 
used to strengthen desirable attitudes and weaken 
undesirable ones. People can also change their 
attitudes after observing the behaviours of others.

2. Elaboration Likelihood Theory of Attitude 
Change

 This theory of persuasion suggests that people can 
alter their attitudes in two ways. First, they can be 
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motivated to listen and think about the message, 
thus leading to an attitude shift. Or, they might be 
infl uenced by the speaker's characteristics, leading 
to a temporary or surface shift in attitude. Messages 
that are thought-provoking and that appeal to logic 
are more likely to lead to permanent changes in 
attitudes.

3. Dissonance Theory of Attitude Change

As mentioned earlier, people can also change their 
attitudes when they have confl icting beliefs about 
a topic. In order to reduce the tension created by 
these incompatible beliefs, people often shift their 
perspectives.

Attitude Formation 

  Attitude formation or learning is a lifelong process, 
as it is based on experiences we gather or the lessons 
we learn from people around us. These people 
are the agencies of attitude formation. These 
agencies include:

Family: From family we learn important lessons 
of our life. Family is also instrumental in imparting 
and developing values, which are nothing but 
generalized attitudes. For example, we learn 
discipline and build time management foundation, 
a crucial aspect of attitude from home.

Peer Group: It comprises our friends and persons 
of our age group. These people are important in 
inculcating the values competition, etc. Peers 
are important in delineating the path of career 
development. Moreover, we develop attitude 
consistent with our friends' held for adaptation in 
the group.

School or education institutions: These are 
important agencies for the inculcation of attitude 
of excellence, competition, punctuality, and overall 
attitude towards life.

Role models: These are those we like and identify 
positively. Diff erent persons have diff erent role 
models, like one person may have his father as his 

role model, for some it may be someone prominent 
in the liked fi eld, etc. We try to imitate our role 
models, along with their attitudes. Please note that 
being an expert in a fi eld is not necessarily suffi  cient 
for being a role model. A role model is someone who 
is able to inspire by his/her actions. The people who 
are prominent in the fi eld, who have mass liking are 
generally those who are considered as role models. 
For example, Stephen Hawking- he was an expert 
in Physics and someone who has inspired millions 
to take interest in the subject through his books, 
lectures, and life in general.

Influence of Attitude on Behaviour 

  People behave following their attitudes. Our 
attitudes develop over time and refl ect where we 
have come from and how we will proceed with our 
life in the future. Therefore, attitudes are a powerful 
element in our life, are long enduring and hard to 
change easily.

 However, attitudes and actual behaviours are not 
always perfectly aligned. The degree of infl uence 
begins with the assumption that we behave 
following our conscious intentions. 

 They are based, on our rational calculations about 
the potential eff ects of our attitude towards our 
behaviour and about how other people will feel 
about it.

 People are more likely to behave according to their 
attitudes under certain conditions such as – 

 When our attitudes are the result of personal 
experience.

 When we are an expert in the subject.

 When we expect a favourable outcome.

 When the attitudes are repeatedly expressed.

 When we stand to win or lose something due to the 
issue.

In some cases, people may actually alter their attitudes 
in order to align them with their behaviours better. 
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Cognitive dissonance is a phenomenon in which 
a person experiences psychological distress due to 
confl icting thoughts or beliefs. In order to reduce this 
tension, people may change their attitudes to refl ect 
their other beliefs or actual behaviours.

Attitudes and Beliefs 

 Attitude refers to feelings, beliefs and behaviour 
predispositions directed towards people, groups, 
ideas or objects. Attitudes will always have a 
positive and negative element and tend to behave 
in a certain way towards that person or object. 
Attitudes are formed primarily based on underlying 
values and beliefs.

Beliefs are acquired through real experiences but 
the original experience related to a particular belief 
is mostly forgotten. It aff ects the quality of our work 
and relationships because we experience what we 
believe and it is not based on reality. Beliefs govern 
our experiences. They are an important part of our 
identity. They may be religious, cultural or moral. 
Beliefs refl ect who we are and how we live our lives.

Attitude as Classical Conditioning 
and Operant Conditioning 

 Attitudes can also be learned in a variety of ways 
such as Classical Conditioning and Operant 
Conditioning. 

 The advertisers use classical conditioning to 
infl uence our attitude toward a particular product. 

One example of classical conditioning in TV 
commercials is Axe: Men’s Hair, Deodorant, 
Body Spray, and Shower Gel Products. These 
advertisements prey on the human desire for 
passion, sex, and love. 

The advertisements represent ‘The Axe Eff ect’ 
showing a man being fawn over by one or multiple 
women. People learn attitudes by observing the 
people around them. 

When someone you admire greatly espouses a 

particular attitude, you are more likely to develop 
the same beliefs. 

For example, children spend a great deal of time 
observing their parents' attitudes and usually begin 
to demonstrate similar outlooks.

 Operant conditioning can also be used to infl uence 
how attitudes develop. 

For example, children complete homework to earn 
a reward from a parent or teacher; or fi nish projects 
to receive praise or promotions. It can also be used 
to develop negative attitude.

Examples of Classical Conditioning 
 Every time someone flushes a toilet in the 
apartment building, the shower becomes very hot 
and causes the person to jump back. Over time, 
the person begins to jump back automatically after 
hearing the fl ush, before the water temperature 
changes.

 You eat a new food and then get sick because of 
the fl u. However, you develop a dislike for the 
food and feel nauseated whenever you smell it.

 An individual receives frequent injections 
of drugs, which are administered in a small 
examination room at a clinic. The drug itself 
causes increased heart rate but after several trips 
to the clinic, simply being in a small room causes 
an increased heart rate.

Examples of Operant Conditioning 

 Your father gives you a credit card at the end of 
your fi rst year in college because you did so well. 
As a result, your grades continue to get better in 
your second year.

 Your car has a red, fl ashing light that blinks 
annoyingly if you start the car without buckling 
the seat belt. You become less likely to start the 
car without buckling the seat belt.

 A lion in a circus learns to stand up on a chair and 
jump through a hoop to receive a food treat.
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Persons in News

 Dish TV India Limited has roped 
in cricketer Rishabh Pant as the 
brand ambassador for its direct-
to-home (DTH) brand D2H. (24, 
February 2022)

 Pant will feature in 360-degree 
brand communication for D2H for the next two 
years. 

Rishabh Pant

 The RBI has approved 
the re-appointment 
of Rakesh Sharma as 
Managing Director and 
Chief Executive Offi  cer 
of IDBI Bank.

 Appointed for a period of three years with eff ect 
from March 19, 2022.

Rakesh Sharma 

 Re−elected as Chair of 
IOC(International Olympic 
Committee)  Athletes’ 
Commission. (18, February 
2022)

 Emma is a double Olympic 
bronze medalist and former 
captain of the Finland 
women’s ice hockey team.

Emma Terho 

 Economis t  Sanjeev 
Sanyal has been inducted 
as a full-time member 
in the reconstituted 
Economic Advisory 
Council to the Prime 
Minister (EAC-PM). (22, February 2022)

 He has been appointed for a tenure of two years.
 Sanyal is currently serving as the principal 

economic adviser in the Ministry of Finance.

Sanjeev Sanyal

 Hindustan Unilever Ltd 
(HUL) has announced the 
separation of the position 
of Chairman of the Board 
and the CEO & Managing 
Director of the company.

 Nitin Paranjpe has been 
appointed as the Non-Executive Chairman of the 
company with eff ect from March 31, 2022.

Nitin Paranjpe

 IAS Vineet Joshi has been 
appointed as the new Chairman 
of Central Board of Secondary 
Education (CBSE) with eff ect 
from February 14, 2022.

 Vineet Joshi is also the Director-
General of the National Testing 
Agency (NTA).

Vineet Joshi
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 Appointed as Chairman of 
International Rubber Study 
Group (IRSG) for 2 years.

 India has taken over the 
chair of the IRSG from 
Cote d’Ivoire. (22, February 
2022)

 IRSG is an intergovernmental 
organisation of natural rubber (NR) and synthetic 
rubber (SR) producing and consuming countries.

K.N. Raghavan

 Appointed as brand ambassador 

of Thums Up. (23, February 2022)

 Thums Up is owned by Coca-

Cola.

Shah Rukh Khan

 Appointed as new President 
and CEO of Honda Cars 
India. (19, February 2022)

 Tsumura will take over from 
Gaku Nakanishi, with eff ect 
from April 1, 2022. 

 Nakanishi has been appointed 
as General Manager, Automobile Business of Asian 
Honda (Regional offi  ce-Bangkok, Thailand).

Takuya Tsumura

 Appointed as the Chairman 
of Staff  Selection Commission 

(SSC). (09, February 2022)
 S Kishore is a 1989-Batch IAS 

offi  cer of West Bengal cadre.

S Kishore

 Appointed as the new 
Director of the Institute 
of Economic Growth

 He replaces Ajit Mishra.
 T h e  I n s t i t u t e  o f 

Economic Growth, is 
an autonomous body 
and civil service training 
institute under the Government of India.

 It is located in New Delhi.

Chetan Ghate 

 Former Vice Chief of Navy, 
G Ashok Kumar has been 
appointed as India’s first 
national maritime security 
coordinator (NMSC) on 
February 16, 2022.

 NMSC will be part of the 
National Security Council 
Secretariat, and will report 
directly to National Security Adviser Ajit Doval. 

 He coordinates between all the agencies involved 
in maritime security and maritime civil issues.

G Ashok Kumar 

 The board of Tata Sons 
Pvt  Ltd  has  approved 
the re-appointment of N 
Chandrasekaran as the 
Executive Chairman of the 
company for second fi ve years 
term on February 11, 2022.

 Chandrasekaran’s current tenure as the chairman 
was to expire at the end of February 2022.

 Chandrasekaran joined the board of Tata Sons in 
2016 and took over the role as Chairman in 2017.

N Chandrasekaran 
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 German President Frank-Walter 
Steinmeier has been re-elected 
for a second term of fi ve years 
on February 13, 2022 by a 
special parliamentary assembly.

 This is also the fi nal term for 
Steinmeier.

 Steinmeier was fi rst elected as the president on 
February 12, 2017 with 74% of the vote.

Frank-Walter Steinmeier

 Veteran environmentalist 
Ravi Chopra has resigned 
as Chairman and member of 
the Supreme Court’s High 
Powered Committee (HPC) 
for the Char Dham project.

 The Chopra (75 years) was 
assigned the chairmanship of 
the HPC in September 2019 to oversee all-weather 
road widening project in Char Dham circuit.

 The Char Dham Road Project envisages widening 
of roads up to 10 metres to improve the accessibility 
and provide all-weather connectivity to the Char 
Dham (Four shrines) circuit : Yamunotri, Gangotri, 
Badrinath and Kedarnath in Uttarakhand.

Ravi Chopra

 Nominated as Director on the 
Central Board of Director of 
state Bank of India (16 February, 
2022)

 He is Secretary in the Department 
of Financial Services in the 
Ministry of Finance. 

 He is a 1990 batch IAS offi  cer of the Rajasthan 
cadre. 

Sanjay Malhotra

 Elected as the President 

o f  The  Ins t i t u t e  o f 

Chartered Accountants of 

India (ICAI) for the year 

2022-23. (12, February 

2022)

 While Aniket Sunil Talati has been elected as Vice 

President of ICAI.

Debashis Mitra

 In  Burk ina  Faso ,  the 

military junta has appointed 

lieutenant colonel Paul-

Henri Sandaogo Damiba as 

the interim President of the 

country following military 

coup.

 Burkina Faso military coup 

took place on January 24, 2022, which was led by 

Damiba.

Paul-Henri Sandaogo 

 On February 8, 2022, the 80th 

death anniversary of Sachindra 

Nath Sanyal was marked.

 He was the co – founder 

of  Hindustan Republican 

Association. 

 He was the mentor of Bhagat Singh, Sukdev and 

Rajguru. 

 Also, he faced imprisonment in “Kakori Train case”.

 He was incarcerated in cellular jail. Incarceration 

means the state of being confi ned to prison

Sachindra Nath Sanyal
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 Appointed as the Chairman of 
Pfi zer India. (7, February 2022)

  He has replaced R A Shah as the 
chairman.

 Pradip Shah is the ex-managing 
director and a founding member 
of CRISIL.

Pradip Shah

 Bollywood actor, Akshay 
Kumar has been appointed as 
the Brand Ambassador of 
Indian state of Uttarakhand. 
(7, February 2022)

 This announcement was 
made by the chief minister of 
Uttarakhand Pushkar Singh 
Dhami.

 In 2021, cricketer Rishabh Pant was also appointed 
as Uttarakhand’s brand ambassador.

Akshay Kumar

 Appointed as the new Director 
of the National Council of 
Educational Research and 
Training (NCERT), for fi ve 
years. (4, February 2022)

 He is currently a professor of 
history at the HNB Garhwal 
University, in Uttarakhand.

Dinesh Prasad Saklani 

 Appointed as the offi  cial brand 
ambassador of MediBuddy for 
two year (8 February 2022).

 MediBuddy is one of India’s 
largest  digi tal  healthcare 
platforms.

Amitabh Bachchan 

 The Ministry of Education 
(MoE) has appointed Santishree 
Dhulipudi Pandit as the new 
Vice-Chancellor of Jawaharlal 
Nehru University (JNU) on 
February 7, 2022. 

 She is the fi rst women Vice-
Chancellor of JNU.

 Pandit replaces M Jagadesh Kumar
 Before this appointment, Pandit was serving as the 

Vice-Chancellor of Savitribai Phule University in 
Maharashtra.

Santishree Dhulipudi Pandit

 Appointed as the new director 
of Vikram Sarabhai Space 
Centre (VSSC).  (7, February 
2022)

 He will  take place of S 
Somanath, who recently took 
over as the chairman of ISRO.

 VSSC is a space research center of the Indian Space 
Research Organisation.

Dr S Unnikrishnan Nair 

 The Government of India 
has appointed Sonali Singh 
to hold the additional charge 
of the Controller General of 
Accounts (CGA), under the 
Department of Expenditure, 
Ministry of Finance, with eff ect 
from February 01, 2022.

 Sonali Singh is serving as the Additional Controller 
General of Accounts since October 2019.

 Sonali is a 1987 batch officer of Indian Civil 
Accounts Service (ICAS).

Sonali Singh
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 Appointed as the new 

Chairman of the University 

Grants Commission (UGC). 

(4, February 2022)

 He has been appointed for a 

period of fi ve years or till he 

attains the age of 65 years, 

whichever is the earliest.

M Jagadesh Kumar 

 Indian airline, IndiGo has 
appointed its co-founder and 
promoter Rahul Bhatia as the 
Managing Director (MD) of 
the company with immediate 
eff ect on February 04, 2022.

 Bhatia is the fi rst ever MD of 
Indigo, because before this the company never had 
a managing director.

 IndiGo is India’s biggest airline by market share. 
 It is headquartered at Gurgaon, Haryana.

Rahul Bhatia 

 The  fo rmer  sec re t a ry, 
Department of Sports, has 
been taken charge as the 
Chairman of Insolvency and 
Bankruptcy Board of India 
(IBBI). (9, February 2022)

 Ravi Mittal is a 1986 batch 
IAS offi  cer from Bihar cadre.

 He will serve as the Chairman of IBBI for a term 
of fi ve years or till he attains 65 years of age, 
whichever is earliest.

Ravi Mittal

 Lieutenant General GAV 
Reddy, appointed  as the 
Director-General  of the 
Defence Intelligence Agency. 
(31 January, 2022) 

 Succeed Lieutenant General 
KJS Dhillon.

 The post of the director general 
is held on a rotation basis between the three Armed 
services- the Indian Army, Indian Navy, and Indian 
Air Force.

 The Defence Intelligence Agency (DIA) is an 
intelligence agency responsible for providing and 
coordinating defence and military intelligence to 
the Indian Armed Forces. 

 DIA was formed in March 2002.

GAV Reddy 

 Government has appointed 
Lieutenant General Manoj 
Pande as the new Vice Chief of 
Army Staff .

 He will take over from Lieutenant 
General Chandi Prasad Mohanty 
who superannuated on January 
31, 2022.

Manoj Pande

 Re-elected as Prime Minister 
of Portugal (30 January, 2022)

 Associated with center - left 
socialist party.

 The  Pr ime  Min is te r  o f 
Portugal, Antonio Costo, 
has been re-elected after his 
centre-left Socialist Party 
secured landslide victory in the 2022 Portuguese 
legislative election.

 Serving as the 119th Prime Minister of Portugal for 
second time since 26 November 2015.

Antonio Costo 
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 Sworn as fi rst female President 
of Honduras (27 January, 2022)

 Associated with Freedom and 
Refoundation Party (Libre). 

 Castro replaces President Juan 
Orlando Hernández, as 56th 
President of Honduras.

Xiomara Castro 

 First Black woman to Judge U.S. 

Supreme Court (25 February, 2022) 

Nominated by USA President Joe 

Biden (25, February 2022)

Ketanji Brown Jackson

 Former Chief Minister of  Odisha, 
Hemananda Biswal (82) passed 
away in Bhubaneswar, Odisha. 
(25, February 2022)

 He had served as the Chief 
Minister of Odisha twice. 

 He was the fi rst tribal chief minister of Odisha.

Hemananda Biswal

 Renowned Malayalam actress 
KPAC Lalitha passes away at 
74. (22, February 2022)

 Lalitha starred in over 550 fi lms, 
comprising both Malayalam and 
Tamil.

 Won two National Film Awards for Best Supporting 
Actress and four Kerala State Film Awards.

KPAC Lalitha

 F r e e d o m  f i g h t e r  a n d 
Gandhian social worker, 
Shakuntala  Choudhary 
(102) has passed away. (21, 
February 2022)

 She was popularly known as 
‘Shakuntala Baideo’.

 Choudhary hailed from 
Kamrup in Assam.

 Known for her commitment and devotion to the 
popularization of the Gandhian way of life. 

 She was felicitated with Padma Shri award in 
2022 by the Government of India.

Shakuntala Choudhary

 The former India footballer 
Surajit Sengupta, (71) who 
played as a midfielder, has 
passed away. (17, February 
2022)

 At club level, Sengupta had 
been associated with Kolkata’s 
three big clubs, Mohun Bagan 
East Bengal and Mohammedan Sporting.

 He was part of the Indian national team that won 
a bronze medal in the 1970 Asian Games, held  in 
Bangkok, Thailand.

Surajit Sengupta 

 Channaveera Kanavi (93), an 
iconic poet and writer in the 
Kannada language, has passed 
away. (16, February 2022)

 He was often referred to as 
‘Samanvaya Kavi’ (Poet of 
Reconciliation).

 Kanavi received the Sahitya Akademi Award in 
1981 for his work Jeeva Dhwani (Poetry).

Channaveera Kanavi
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 Singer and music composer 
Bappi Lahiri, passed away 
on February 16, 2022 due 
to OSA (obstructive sleep 
apnea).

 He won Filmfare Lifetime 
Achievement Award at 
63rd Filmfare Awards in 
2018.

 His real name was Alokesh Lahiri.

Bappi Lahiri

 Legendary Bengali singer 
Sandhya Mukherjee (90) 
passed away. (15, February 
2022)

 H e r  f u l l  n a m e  w a s 
G e e t a s h r e e  S a n d h y a 
Mukhopadhyay. 

 She had recently refused 
to accept the Padma Shri 
award from the central government that was 
awarded in January 2022.

Sandhya Mukherjee

 French scientist Luc 

M o n t a g n i e r ,   ( 8 9 ) 

who won the Nobel 

P r i z e  f o r  h i s  c o -

discovery of the human 

immunodefi ciency virus 

(HIV) has passed away. 

(8 Februay 2022)

 The noted virologist won the 2008 Nobel Prize 

in Physiology or Medicine, which he shared with 

fellow researcher Francoise Barre-Sinoussi.

Luc Montagnier 

 Industrialist and former 

chairman of Bajaj Auto, 

Rahul Bajaj, (83) has 

passed away,  due to 

pneumonia and heart 

problem.

 Bajaj was awarded the 

third-highest civilian 

award Padma Bhushan 
in 2001.

 He was the chairman emeritus of the Indian 

conglomerate Bajaj Group, the parent company of 

Bajaj Auto.

Rahul Bajaj 

 Actor and athlete Praveen 
Kumar (74) Sobti who is known 
for playing the role of Bheem 
in the TV series “Mahabharat” 
passes away. (7, February 2022)

 He was also an athlete and 
represented India for many games 
like hammer and discus throw and won four medals 
at the Asian Games, including two gold medals in 
1966 and 1970.

Praveen Kumar Sobti 

 The  former President of 

Greece, has passed away at 

the age of 93. (3, February 2022)

 Sartzetakis, who was a jurist 

by profession, served as the 

President of Greece from 1985 
to 1990.

Christos Sartzetakis 
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 I n d i a n  S i n g e r  L a t a 
Mangeshkar (92) has died in 
Mumbai’s due to multiple 
organ failures. (6, February 
2022)

 She started her singing career 
at the age of 13 and recorded 
her fi rst song in 1942, Marathi 
fi lm Kiti Hasaal.

 Lata Mangeshkar is lovingly referred to as the 
‘Nightingale of India’. Queen of Melody was 
another nick name for her.

 Among Lata Mangeshkar’s most iconic songs is the 
patriotic composition Aye Mere Watan Ke Logo. 

 She has won three National Film Awards. 
 She owns a music label with the name LM Music.
 She was bestowed with Bharat Ratna in 2001.
 She also won Dada Saheb Phalka and Padma 

Awards

Lata Mangeshkar

Places in News

 The 48th edition of the world 
famous Khajuraho Dance 
Festival in Madhya Pradesh.  
(20-26 February, 2022)

 The week-long festival is 
organized annually since 
1975, by the state Culture 
Department,

 Hosted at the magnifi cent city of Khajuraho located 
in the Chhatarpur district of Madhya Pradesh.

 The festival highlights the richness of the Indian 
classical dance forms like Kathak, Odissi, Manipuri, 
Bharatnatyam, Kuchipudi, and Mohiniyattam, to 
promote and encourage dance, artists, culture and 
heritage of India.

Khajuraho

 The Rajas than 

Chief Minister 

Ashok Gehlot and 

BCCI President 

Sourav Ganguly 

laid the foundation 

stone of world’s third-largest cricket stadium in 

Jaipur on February 05, 2022.

 The International Cricket Stadium in Jaipur will be 

the second-largest cricket stadium in India and the 

third-largest in the world.

 The new international stadium will be built by the 

Rajasthan Cricket Academy (RCA) on the Jaipur-

Delhi bypass, over 100 acres of land in Jaipur.

 The stadium will have a seating capacity of 75,000 

spectators.

 World Largest Cricket Stadium - Narendra Modi 

Stadium (Ahmedabad)

World’s Third Largest Cricket 
Stadium laid in Jaipur

 In Arunachal Pradesh, 

the celebration of the 

annual Torgya Festival 

started on January 30, 

2022.

 The three-day traditional 

festival is exclusively 

held in Tawang Monastery of Arunachal Pradesh 

by the Monpa community.

 The objective of the festival is to welcome a healthy 

and prosperous new year and ward off  any kind of 

external aggression and protect people from natural 

disasters.

Torgya Festival 
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 India’s fi rst geological 

park is being set up at 

Lamheta village of 

Jabalpur district in 

Madhya Pradesh.

 The approval to set 

up the geopark has 

been granted by the 

Geological Survey of India (GSI).

 The estimated cost of setting up the project is Rs 

35 crore.

India’s fi rst geological park

 T h e  a n n u a l 
Spituk Gustor 

Fes t i va l  was 

o b s e r v e d  i n 

L a d a k h  o n 

January 30 and 

3 1 ,  2 0 2 2 ,  I t 

represents the culture and traditional heritage of 

the Union Territory.

 The term Gustor literally means ‘Sacrifi ce’ in the 

Tibetan language.

 The two-day festival is celebrated by various 

monasteries of the UT such as Thiksey, Spituk, 

Korzok and Karsha.

 The Spituk Gustor festival is marked by diff erent 

kinds of rituals, ceremonies, music & Cham Dance.

 Cham Dance is a colourful mask dance performed 

by the monks of the Spituk monastery, located in 

Leh district, in their best robes depicting diff erent 

deities.

Spituk Gustor Festival

Awards

 C o n f e r r e d  u p o n 

Professor Neena Gupta, 

a mathematician of the 

Indian Statistical Institute 

in Kolkata. (22, February, 

2022)

 She has received the award 

for her outstanding work in affine algebraic 

geometry and commutative algebra.

 Prof Gupta is the fourth Indian and second female 

winner of the award from the country

2021 Ramanujan Prize 
for Young 

Mathematicians

 D a d a s a h e b 

P h a l k e 

Internat ional 

Film Festival 

Awards 2022 

was held in Mumbai on February 20, 2022.

 Some of the winners are given below:

 Film of the Year – Pushpa: The Rise

 Best Film – Shershaah

 Best Actor – Ranveer Singh for 83

 Best Actress – Kriti Sanon for Mimi

 Best Director – Ken Ghosh

Dadasaheb Phalke 
International Film Festival 

Awards 2022
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Committee

 The Securities and 

Exchange Board 

of India (SEBI) 

has reconstituted 

i t s  a l t e r n a t i v e 

investment policy 

advisory committee.

 The 20 members Committee advises the capital 

markets regulator on a range of issues that impact 

further development of the AIF (Alternative 

Investment Fund) industry.

 Infosys co-founder N R Narayana Murthy is the 

chair of this committee.

SEBI reconstitutes advisory committee 
on alternative investment policy

 The Securities and Exchange 

Board of India (SEBI) has 

res t ruc tured  i t s  adv isory 

committee on Investor Protection 

and Education Fund (IPEF).

 G Mahalingam, the former whole time member 

of SEBI, is the new Chair of the eight-member 

committee.

 Earlier the panel was headed by Abraham Koshy, 

former professor of IIM-Ahmedabad.

 The objective of the advisory committee is to fi nd 

out ways and means to best utilise the investor 

protection and education fund of SEBI.

Committee on Investor Protection 
and Education Fund 

(IPEF)

Important Organization

 India and ASEAN nations have 
approved a work plan titled 
India-ASEAN Digital Work 
Plan 2022, during the second 
ASEAN Digital Ministers' 
(ADGMIN) Meeting.

 The Ministry of New and 
Renewable Energy (MNRE) and Ministry of 
External Aff airs (MEA), and the ASEAN Centre 
for Energy (ACE), Indonesia, are jointly hosting 
an 'ASEAN-India High-Level Conference on 
Renewable Energy (RE)'.

 ASEAN, offi  cially the Association of Southeast 
Asian Nations, is a political and economic union 
of 10 member states in Southeast Asia.

 It promotes intergovernmental cooperation and 
facilitates.

 Headquarters: Jakarta, Indonesia
 Founded: 8 August 1967, Bangkok, Thailand

ASEAN

 IT industry body 
NA has informed 
that  the Assets 
under management 
for Environmental, Social and Governance (ESG) 
Funds in India increased 2.5 times to USD 650 
million in the fi nancial year 2021 on an annual 
basis.

 The National Association of Software and Service 
Companies is an Indian non-governmental trade 
association and advocacy group focused mainly 
on the technology industry of India.

 It was established in 1988.
 NASSCOM is a non-profi t organisation.
 Chairperson: U. B. Pravin Rao
 President: Debjani Ghosh
 Founded: 1 March 1988
 Headquarters : New Delhi

NASSCOM
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 US President  Joe 
Biden  des ignated 
Qatar a major non-
NATO ally, during 
a meeting with the 
ruling leader of Qatar 
at the White House.

 Jens Stoltenberg is the Secretary-General at North 
Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) and his term 
at NATO ends.

 The North Atlantic Treaty Organization, 
also called the North Atlantic Alliance, is an 
intergovernmental military alliance between 
28 European countries and 2 North American 
countries.

 There are total 30 countries in NATO.
 It was established in the aftermath of World War II.
 The organization implements the North Atlantic 

Treaty that was signed on 4 April 1949.
 The 12 founding member countries of NATO are 

Belgium, Canada, Denmark, France, Iceland, 
Italy, Luxembourg, Netherlands, Norway, 
Portugal, the United Kingdom, and the United 
States.

 Founded: 4 April 1949, Washington, D.C., United 
States

 Headquarters: Brussels, Belgium

NATO

 T h e  Wo r l d  H e a l t h 
Organ iza t ion  (WHO) 
South-East Asia Region 
(SEAR) has launched a 
'Quit Tobacco App'. (15 
February, 2022)

 It was launched to help 
people give up the use of tobacco in all forms, 
including smokeless and other newer products.

 Formation : 7 April 1948
 Headquarters : Geneva, Switzerland
 Head : Tedros Adhanom (Director-General)

WHO

 The Reserve Bank of India 

has cancelled the license 

o f  I n d e p e n d e n c e  C o -

operative Bank Ltd., Nashik, 

Maharashtra w.e.f February 
03, 2022.

 The Reserve bank of India authorizes all Pre-paid 

Instruments (PPI) in India, under the powers 

conferred under the Payment and Settlement 

Systems Act, 2007 (PSS Act).

 The Reserve Bank of India is India's central bank 
and regulatory body.

 RBI was nationalised on 1 January 1949.

 Headquarters: Mumbai, India

 Founded: 1 April 1935, Kolkata (accordance with 

the Reserve Bank of India Act, 1934)

 Governor: Shaktikanta Das

RBI

 T h e  E x p o r t -

Import Bank of 

I n d i a  ( E X I M 

B a n k )  h a s 

extended a line 

of credit (LoC) of USD 500 million to Sri Lanka 

on behalf of the Government of India.

 Exim Bank was established in 1982 by the 

Government of India, under the Export-Import 

Bank of India Act, 1981.

 It was established as a purveyor of export credit, 

mirroring global Export Credit Agencies.

 Headquarters: Mumbai

EXIM
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 International Olympic 
Committee approved 
the inclusion of Surfi ng, 
Skateboarding & Sport 
Climbing in the 2028 
O l y m p i c s  a t  L o s 
Angeles.

 T h e  I n t e r n a t i o n a l 
Olympic Committee is a non-governmental sports 
organisation based in Lausanne, Switzerland.

 It is constituted in the form of an association under 
the Swiss Civil Code.

 Headquarters: Lausanne, Switzerland
 President: Thomas Bach
 Founded: 23 June 1894, Paris, France
 Founders: Pierre de Coubertin, Demetrios Vikelas

IOC

 The Indian Space Research 
Organisation successfully 
l a u n c h e d  a n  E a r t h 
Observation Satellite, EOS-
04 and two small satellites 
into the intended orbit. (14, 
February 2022)

 ISRO’S Chandrayaan-2 Orbiter has detected 
solar proton events, via its Large Area Soft X-ray 
Spectrometer (CLASS).

 It operates under the Department of Space which is 
directly overseen by the Prime Minister of India.

 Chairman of ISRO acts as executive of DOS as well.
 Founder: Vikram Sarabhai
 Founded: 15 August 1969
 Headquarters: Bengaluru
 Administrator: S. Somanath.
 Subsidiary: Vikram Sarabhai Space Centre
 Parent organization: Department of Space

ISRO

 The National Bank 

for Agriculture and 

Rural Development 

( N A B A R D )  h a s 

launched an agro-

e c o l o g y - b a s e d 

programme called 'JIVA' (meaning life) (9, 

February, 2022) 

 Objective of the programme is to promote natural 

farming, ensure sustainability and rejuvenate 'life' 

around the agricultural fi eld.

 Founded : 12 July 1982

 Type : Regulatory Body

 Supervision of Regional Rural Banks

 Supervision of Apex Cooperative Banks

 Headquarters : Mumbai, India

 Chairman : Govinda Rajulu Chintala

NABARD

 The State Bank of India has 

tied up with NSE Academy 

to launch fi ve online courses 

to promote fi nancial literacy 

as an essential life skill. (9 

February, 2022)

 State Bank of India is an Indian multinational public 

sector bank and fi nancial services statutory body.

 Chairperson: Dinesh Kumar Khara

 Headquarters: Mumbai

 Founded: 1 July 1955

SBI
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 UNSC resolution against Russia's 
invasion of Ukraine did not pass 
as the Permanent member of the 
council Russia used its veto. 

 In the 15-member UNSC, the 
resolution received 11 votes in 
favour and three abstentions, including by China, 
India, and the UAE.

 The United Nations Security Council is one of the 
six principal organs of the United Nations.

 It held its fi rst session on 17 January 1946.
 Founded : 24 October 1945
 Membership : 15 countries
 Permanent members:

 China
 France
 Russia
 United Kingdom
 United States

 Non-permanent members:
 Albania
 Brazil
 Gabon
 Ghana
 India
 Ireland
 Kenya
 Mexico
 Norway
 United Arab Emirates

UNSC

 S m a l l  I n d u s t r i e s 
Development  Bank 
of India has launched 
the 'Waste to Wealth 
Creation' programme 
for women in the Sundarbans in West Bengal. (14 
February, 2022)

 Formed : 2 April 1990
 Headquarters : Lucknow, Uttar Pradesh, India
 Chairman and MD : Sivasubramanian Ramann

SIDBI

 The World Economic 

Forum (WEF) and the 

National Institute of 

Urban Affairs (NIUA) 

have signed an MoU to 

collaborate on a jointly 

designed 'Sustainable Cities India program'. (24 

February 2022)

 Formation : January 1971

 Founder : Klaus Schwab

 Type : International NGO, lobbying organisation

 Purpose : Directly infl uencing global agendas 

& decision making, promoting public-private 

cooperation

 Headquarters : Cologny, Switzerland

 Offi  cial language : English

 Executive Chairman : Klaus Schwab

WEF

Important Day

 Celebra ted  every  year 
o n  F e b r u a r y  1  t o 
commemorates the Raising 
Day of the Indian Coast 
Guard (ICG).

 ICG is marking its 46th 
Raising Day this year.

 ICG was originally formed 
in the year 1977 on February 1 under the Indian 
Parliament’s Coast Guard Act, 1978.

 The Coast Guard, which is a part of the Ministry 
of Defence, was offi  cially formed on August 18, 
1978.

Indian Coast Guard Day
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 Celebrated every year on 2nd February.
 World Wetland Day is an environment related 

celebration.
 This day marks the date of the adoption of the 

Convention on Wetlands on 2 February, 1971, 
in Ramsar, Iran.

 It was fi rst celebrated in 1997.
 Theme 2022: Wetlands Action for People and 

Nature.

World Wetlands Day

 Marked every year on 
February 4.

 It is marked to raise 
awareness of cancer 
and to encourage its 
prevention, detection 
and treatment.

 It is led by the Union of International Cancer 
Control (UICC) to support the goals of the World 
Cancer Declaration, 2008.

 World Cancer Day was established on 4 February 
2000.

 Theme 2022: Close the Care Gap

World Cancer Day

 Observed every year on 
12 February.

 National Productivity 
C o u n c i l  c e l e b r a t e d 
National Productivity 
week

 Theme 2022  :  Se l f 
R e l i a n c e  T h r o u g h 
Productivity.

 This day is observed to increase the productivity 
culture in India.

 National Productivity Council (NPC) works 
under the Ministry of Commerce and Industry 
Government of India.

National Productivity Day

 Observed every year on 13 
February to commemorate 
the birth anniversary of 
Sarojini Naidu.

 This year Nation celebrates its 
143rd Birth Anniversary.

 She was born on February 13, 1879.
 She was famous for her nickname ‘Nightingale of 

India’ or ‘Bharat Kokila’ because of her poems.

Indian National Women’s Day

 Celebrated every year in 
India on 28 February.

 This day is celebrated to 
mark the discovery of the 
Raman Eff ect by the Indian 
physicist Sir Chandrasekhara 
Venkata Raman.

 He discovered the Raman Eff ect on 28 February, 
1928.

 For Raman Eff ect, he was honoured by the Nobel 
Prize in Physics subject in 1930.

 Theme 2022 : Integrated Approach in Science & 
Technology for Sustainable Future.

National Science Day

Exercise

 Held at Air Force Station 
Jodhpur in Rajasthan.

 The Indian Air Force 
(IAF) and Royal Air 
Force of Oman (RAFO) 
h a v e  o rg a n i s e d  a 
bilateral air exercise named Eastern Bridge-VI 
from February 21 to 25, 2022.

 Eastern Bridge-VI is the sixth edition of the 
exercise.

Eastern Bridge-VI Air Exercise
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 H e l d  a t  B e l a g a v i 
(Belgaum), Karnataka.

 The third edition of the 
joint military exercise 
“ E X  D H A R M A 
GUARDIAN-2022” between India and Japan.

 It will be conducted from 27 February to 10 March 
2022.

 Exercise DHARMA GUARDIAN is an annual 
military training event, being conducted in India 
since 2018.

Ex Dharma Guardian-2022

 Held in the ‘City 

o f  Des t iny ’ , 

Visakhapatnam.

 N a v y ’ s 

m u l t i l a t e r a l 

exercise MILAN 2022.

 It is being exercised in two phases.

 The harbour phase scheduled from 25 to 28 

February.

 Sea Phase from 01 to 04 March.

 The theme of the MILAN 2022 exercise is 

‘Camaraderie – Cohesion – Collaboration’.

 MILAN is a biennial multilateral naval exercise 

incepted by the Indian Navy in 1995 at Andaman 

and Nicobar Command.

Milan 2022

Books

Books Authors
The Great Tech Game: 

Shaping Geopolitics and 
the Destinies of Nations

Anirudh Suri

The Founders: The 
Story of Paypal and the 

Entrepreneurs Who Shaped 
Silicon Valley

Jimmy Soni

A History of Sriniketan: 

Rabindranath Tagore’s 

Pioneering Work in Rural 

Construction

Uma Das Gupta

A Nation To Protect : 

Leading India through the 

Covid Crisis

Priyam Gandhi 

Mody

Dignity in a Digital Age: 

Making Tech Work for All 

of Us

Ro Khanna

A Little Book of India: 

Celebrating 75 years of 

Independence

Ruskin Bond

Fearless Governance Dr Kiran Bedi

Operation Khatma
R C Ganjoo & 

Ashwini Bhatnagar

The Class of 2006: 

Sneak Peek into the 

Misadventures of the Great 

Indian Engineering Life

Akash Kansal

India, That is Bharat: 

Coloniality, Civilisation, 

Constitution

J Sai Deepak

Golden Boy Neeraj Chopra Navdeep Singh Gill

Atal Bihari Vajpayee Sagarika Ghose

India-Africa Relations: 

Changing Horizons
Rajiv Bhatia

How to Prevent the Next 

Pandemic
Bill Gates 

Humane: How the United 

States Abandoned Peace 

and Reinvented War

Samuel Moyn
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 Date – 4 to 20 February 2022
 Place – Beijing (China)
 Mascot – Bing Dwen Dwen 

(A Panda)
 In Mandarin - Bing means 

ice and also symbolizes 
purity and strength.

 Dwen Dwen - means robust and lively and represent 
children.

 Motto – "Together for a shared future"
 Beijing became the fi rst city to have hosted both the 

summer (2008) and winter Olympics.
 Opening and closing ceremonies - Beijing National 

Stadium (Bird's Nest)
 Total 2897 athletes representing 91 teams.
 109 events across 15 disciplines (in 7 winter sports)
 Haiti and Saudi Arabia make their winters olympic 

debut.
 Ecuador, Kosovo and Malaysia are three NOCs 

competing with female athletes for the fi rst time.
 Norway's Therese Johaug wins fi rst gold medal of 

24th winter Olympics.
 India's only athlete at Beijing Olympics was Arif 

khan (Skier), fi nished 45th in the giant slalom event.

Medal Tally (Top 5 Countries)
Gold Silver Bronze Total

1. Norway 16 8 13 37
2. Germany 12 10 5 27
3. China 9 4 2 15
4. United States 8 10 7 25
5. Sweden 8 5 5 18

 Norway breaks all time gold medal record in a single 
winter Olympics (16 golds)

 This is most "gender-balanced" winter games with 
45% women athlete.

 This is the fi rst Olympics games to have all venues 
powered by renewable energy.

 25th winter Olympics 2026 - Italian cities of Milan 
and cortina.

XXIV Winter Olympics 2022 Cricket 

 Date – 14 January to 5 February
 Host – West Indies
 Format – 50 Overs
 Result
 Winner – India (Record 

5th title)
 Runner up  – England
  First time England play fi nal in U19 world cup.
 India captain – Yash Dhull
 Individual awards
 Player of the series – Dewald Brevis (Sourth Africa) 

(506 runs, 7 wickets)
 Player of the match (fi nal) – Raj Bawa (India)

ICC U19 Cricket World Cup 2022

 Date – 6-20 February
 One-day International
 India won the three match 

series by 3-0.
 The fi rst match, played on 

6th February at Ahmadabad, was India's 1000th ODI 
match.

 India became the fi rst team to achieve the 1000 match 
milestone. (India's fi rst ODI Vs. England, 1974)

 India won this match by 6 wickets.
 Captain – Rohit Sharma (Replaced V. Kohli as 

regular captain)
 Player of the series – Prasidh Krishna (9 wickets)

West Indies tour to India 2022

 India won the three match series by 3-0.
 India became just the second team after 

Pakistan to record 100 wins in T20 
International . (2nd T 20 Vs West Indies, 
18th Feb at Eden Gardens)

 Player of the Series – Suryakumar Yadav

T-20 Series
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 Date – 12 and 13 February 
2022

 Place – Bengaluru
 Total Money (10 Franchises) 

- Rs. 5.52 billion
 Total player Sold - 204 

(Overseas 67)
 Most expensive buy – Ishan Kishan (Mumbai 

Indians) - Rs. 15.25 Crore
 Most expensive Overseas buy – Liam Livingstone 

(Panjab kings) - Rs. 11.50 Crore
 Most expensive uncapped player (In IPL History) 

– Avesh Khan (Lucknow Super Giants) - Rs. 10 
Crore

 Two New Franchises – 
 Gujarat Titans - Captain - Hardik Pandya
 Captain - KL Rahul
 Lucknow Super Giants

IPL Auction 2022

Football

 Date – 9 January to 6 February 
2022

 Venue (Final match) – Olembe 
Stadium, Yaounde (Cameroon)

 Result – 
 Winner - Senegal (First African Cup)
 Runner up - Egypt

African Cup of Nations 2021

 Date – 20 January to 6 February 
2022

 Host – India
 Result – 

 Winner - China (Record 9th time)
 Runner up - South Korea

 The Indian team was withdraw 
from the tournament after a number of players 
tested positive for Covid-19.

 Personal Awards – 
 Most Valuable player - Wang Shanshan (China)
 Top scorer - Sam Kerr (Australia, 7 Goal)

AFC Women's Asia Cup 2022

Chess

 Dates – 14 to 30 January 2022
 Venue –  Dorpshuis  De 

Moriaan, Netherlands
 Result – 

 Winner (Masters) - Magnus 
Carlsen (Norway)

  (Standing - Number 1)
 Winner (Challengers) - Arjun Erigaisi (India)

Tata Steel Chess Tournament 2022

Badminton

 Dates  –  15  to  20 
February 2022

 Host – Malaysia
 Winners – 

 Men's Team - Malaysia
 Women's Team - Indonesia

Asia Team Championship 2022

 Date – 25 to 30 January 
2022

 Place – Jawaharlal 
Nehru Indoor Stadium, 
Cuttack

 Results – 
 Women's Single - Unnati Hooda (youngest Indian 

to win a Super 100 tournament)
 Women's Double - Gayatri Gopichand and Treesa 

Jolly (India)
 Men's Single - Kiran George (India)
 Men's Double - Nur Mohd. Azriyn Ayub and Lim 

Khim Wah (Malaysia)
 Mixed Double - Sachin Dias and Thilini Hendadahewa 

(Sri Lanka)

Odisha Open Badminton, 2022
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Hockey

 Dates – 21 to 28 January 2022
 Venue – Muscat (Oman)
 Results – 

 Winner - Japan
 Runner up - South Korea

 Bronze Medal – India (Vs China)

Women's Asia Cup Hockey 2022

 Daryl Mitchell – (2th February 
2022)

 Named ICC spirit of the 
Cricket Award 2021

 He had became 4th New 
Zealand player to win the award

 Neeraj Chopra – (2nd February 2022)
 Nominated for the 2022 "Laureus world 

Breakthrough of the year" award.
 Neeraj is only third Indian to be nominated for 

a Laureus Award after wrestler Vinesh Phogat 
and Sachin Tendulkar.

 Yash Dhull – India's U-19 Cricket world Cup 
skipper, became the third player to score centuries 
in both innings on Ranji Trophy debut. (Delhi Vs. 
Tamilnadu, 17 to 20 February)

 Rajvardhan Hangargekar – 
 Indian all-rounder in U-19 cricket world cup.
 Hangargekar has been accused of age fraud.
 He was bought by Chennai Super King at the 

IPL 2022 mega auction in Rs. 1.5 crore.
 R. Praggnandhaa – (21- February)

 16 years old Indian Grandmaster scripted history 
as he defeated the world's number one Chess 
Champion Magnus Carlsen in an online Chess 
tournament.

 C.J. Ujah – (18 February 2022)
 Great Britain were stripped of their Silver Medal 

in men's 4x100 meters relay at last year's Tokyo 
Olympics, after CJ Ujah was found to have 
committed a doping violation.

Sportpersons in News

 Sadia Tariq – (25 February)
   Indian Wushu player has won a gold medal at a 

junior tournament held in Moscow.
   The 15-year old from Srinagar (J & K) has 

been a gold medalist in the junior national 
championship for the last two years

 Charanjit Singh – (27 January)
   The Captain of Indian hockey team which won 

gold in the 1964 Olympics, passed away at his 
home in Una, Himachal Pradesh.

 Kamila Valieva – (14 February)
   Russian Olympic committee's figure skater 

Valieva was allowed to continue competing in 
the the Beijing winter Olympics despite failing 
a doping test.

   15-year old valieva was adjudged as a "protected 
person" (minor) under the doping agency's rule 
by the court of Arbitration for sport.

 PR Sreejesh – (31 January 2022)
   The veteran goalkeeper of Indian Men's hockey 

team, has won the World Athlete of the year 
award for 2021.

  He is only the second Indian after Rani Rampal 
to win the honour.

 Emma Terho – (17 February 2022)
   The International Olympic Committee (IOC) 

Athlete's Commission re-elected Finnish ice 
hockey player as chair.

Tennis

 Date – 21 to 26 February 2022
 Place – Acapulco, Mexico
 Results –
 Men's Single

 Winner - Rafeal Nadal (Spain)
 Runner up - Cameron Norrie 

(Britain)
 Men's Double – 

 Winner - F.Lopez (Spain) and S. Tsitsipas (Greece)
 After 4th Mexican title, Nadal is now only second 

male player after Ivan Lendl to win at least 25 titles 
on hardcourt and clay.

Mexican Open 2022
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Miscellaneous

 Date – 20 to 27 February 2022
 Place – Sofi a, Bulgaria
 Results – 

 Nitu Ghanghas ( 48 kg) - Gold 
Medal

 Nikhat Zareen (52 kg) - Gold 
Medal

 Nandini (81kg) - Bronze Medal
 The Indian contingent (7 Men & 10 Women) 

conclude their campaign with 3 medals at the 
Europe's oldest international boxing tournament.

73rd Strandja Memorial 
Boxing Tournament

 Date – 22 December 2021 to 
25 February 2022

 Place – Bengaluru
 Result – 

 Winner - Dabang Delhi (First 
time)

 Runner-up - Patna Pirates

VIVO Pro Kabbadi League-8

 Date – 2023
 Place – Jio World Centre, 

Mumbai
 The IOC session 2023, returning 

to the country after 40 years. 
India last hosted an IOC session 
in 1983 (86th edition) in New Delhi.

International Olympic 
Committee's 140th Session

 Place – Jaipur
 It will be the third largest 

Cr icke t  s tad ium in  the 
world after Narendra Modi 
Stadium, Ahmadabad and the 
Melbourne Cricket stadium, 
Australia.

 At present Eden gardens, Kolkata is the third largest

World's third largest Cricket Stadium

 Date – 25 to 27 February] 

2022

 Place – Istanbul, Turkey

 Indian Medals – 1 Gold & 

3 Bronze

 Ravi Kumar Dahiya (61kg) 

- Gold Medal

 Deepak Punia (92kg) - Bronze Medal

 Aman (57 kg) - Bronze Medal

 Gyanendra (Greko Roman) - Bronze Medal

Yasar Dogu Wrestling Ranking
Series 2022

 Date – 19 to 27 February 

2022

 Place – Dubai, UAE

 Results – 

 Individual recurve event 

women - Pooja Jatyan - Silver 

medal

 Compound Mixed Pair - Shyam Sunder Swami & 

Jyoti Baliyan - Silver medal

 Pooja became fi rst Indian to win a Silver in an 

individual section of the para world championship

 India thus ended their best ever world Archery Para 

Championship with two Silver Medals

World Archery Para 
Championships

 The international Olympic committees has included 

 (i) Surfi ng

 (ii) Skateboarding, and

 (iii) Sport Climbing

 among the core sports for the 2028 Summer games 

in Los Angeles.

New games for Summer 
Olympics 2028
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